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Abstract

We investigate how the division of aggregate income into per capita income and population af-

fects the margins of imports. In the first part, we use data on imports of 123 countries to document

a positive relationship between per capita income and both the extensive and quality margin of

imports, for a given level of aggregate GDP. These relations hold at various levels of disaggregation.

While the quantity margin of imports is increasing in per capita income at the disaggregate level,

the relation disappears at the aggregate level due to a composition effect. In the second part, we

extend Krugman’s (1980) variety model with vertical quality differentiation and non-homothetic

consumer behavior. This simple model predicts that the extensive and quality margin of imports

jointly increase in per capita income, for given aggregate income, which is consistent with the data.
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1 Introduction

The focus of this paper is on how the division of aggregate income into per capita income and popu-

lation affects the margins of imports. In most of the prominent trade theories, imports only depend

on aggregate income. How the latter is composed in terms of per capita income and population does

not play a role.

We provide a thorough analysis of the empirical relationship between countries’ GDP per capita and

all three margins of their imports. We document, for a given aggregate income, a positive association

between per capita income and the extensive as well as the quality margin of imports. We find

no relation between per capita income and the quantity margin of aggregate imports. This is due

to a composition effect as, at the product level, richer countries import higher quantities. Thus,

we document that besides aggregate income, there is a separate role for per capita income in the

determination of the extensive and quality (and quantity) margin of imports. These findings are at

odds with predictions of standard trade models based on homothetic preferences. For example, a

Krugman-type model implies that when controlling for aggregate income, per capita income should

have no impact on any margin of imports.1 However, Krugman (1980) was not designed to explain

the margins of trade. We show a potential mechanism through which the empirical regularity of richer

countries having higher extensive and quality margins of imports may arise, by sketching a model

featuring non-homothetic preferences.

Throughout the paper we compare imports of two countries with equal aggregate income but

differing population sizes. In one country, the amount of aggregate income is divided between fewer

individuals and hence per capita income is higher than in the other country. For illustration, in 2007

Switzerland and Columbia had roughly the same GDP (300 billion I$).2 With population differing

by a factor of five, GDP per capita in Switzerland is five times higher than in Columbia (37’000 I$

versus 8’000 I$). In a standard trade model with homothetic preferences, these two countries are

observationally equivalent importers. Trade data, however, uncovers that the value of Switzerland’s

imports is eight times higher than Columbia’s. Moreover, Switzerland’s imports are more diversified

(extensive margin), have higher unit values (quality margin) and feature higher quantities (quantity

margin).3 Thus, the richer country imports more in terms of value and exceeds the poorer country in

all three margins.

Our main contribution is the thorough and detailed analysis of the empirical relationship between

per capita income and all three margins of imports, for a given aggregate income. As a second
1Individuals in every country consume all available varieties in the world economy. Hence, only aggregate income

matters for variety. If quality is introduced into the Krugman model, the quality level does neither depend on per capita
income nor on aggregate income as preferences admitting a representative agent implicitly assume perfect substitution
between quality and quantity. Quantities depend only on aggregate income as all individuals split their income equally
across all varieties. See appendix C for details.

2in 2005 constant prices and PPP
3We use the terms ’variety’ and ’extensive margin’ interchangeably.
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contribution, we sketch a simple model which predicts, consistent with the data, that, for given

aggregate income, the extensive and quality margin of imports jointly increase in per capita income.

This paper provides three main results. First, the analysis of imports of 123 countries reveals

that nations with a higher GDP per capita have, for a given aggregate GDP, higher aggregate import

values in consumer goods. Decomposing overall imports into the three margins exposes that the higher

import values of richer countries are driven by both, a higher extensive and a higher quality margin

but not by differences in the quantity margin. The magnitude of the effects is of economic importance.

On average, increasing GDP per capita by 1% and contemporaneously decreasing population by 1%,

i.e. holding overall GDP constant, raises the extensive margin by 0.10% and the quality margin by

0.07%. Moreover, evidence for bi lateral import margins is fully in line with findings for multi lateral

import margins, suggesting that the latter are not driven by the composition of source countries and

their characteristics.

Second, by studying disaggregate trade flows at the six digit level of the Harmonized System,

we document that countries with a higher GDP per capita have a higher probability, within a given

product category and for a given aggregate GDP, to import a product (extensive margin) and import

higher qualities and larger quantities. Hence, at both, the aggregate and product level, we find that

richer countries have a higher extensive as well as quality margin of imports. However, as rich countries

import in many categories with typically low quantities, the positive association between the quantity

margin and per capita income disappears at the aggregate level. Furthermore, also at the product

level, insights from bi- and multilateral imports are qualitatively the same.

Third, we sketch a model to show that non-homothetic preferences offer a possible explanation for

the empirical regularity of richer countries importing more along the extensive and quality margin.

We extend Krugman’s (1980) variety model with vertical quality differentiation and non-homothetic

consumer behavior. Individuals consume either zero or one unit of a variety, choosing a quality

level if consuming the product. Despite the firms’ ability to differentiate quality continuously, richer

individuals not only consume goods of higher quality, but also a broader set of varieties. As a result,

richer countries import, for given aggregate income, a broader set of varieties and higher quality

versions than poorer countries. We abstract from a quantity margin on the one hand to keep the

model as simple as possible and, on the other hand, because the empirical results on the quantity

margin depend on the level of disaggregation.

The literature on international trade has focused on the margins of trade at least since the seminal

contributions on variety by Melitz (2003) and on quality by Schott (2004). Export margins have been

studied extensively. The influential article of Hummels & Klenow (2005) documents the relationship

between aggregate GDP, GDP per capita and the margins of exports. Interestingly, they also find

that conditional on GDP, richer countries export more along the extensive and quality margin, but
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not along the quantity margin. As they concentrate on aggregate flows, it is unclear whether there

is also a composition effect regarding export quantities. To some extent, our paper can be viewed

as a counterpart to Hummels & Klenow (2005). The combined finding is that richer countries im-

and export a broader set of varieties, im- and export goods of higher unit values yet do not feature

a specific pattern regarding the quantity margin of their im- and exports, everything conditional on

aggregate income. Albeit smaller, there is also a literature on import margins emerging. Some recent

empirical studies analyze in particular the relationship with per capita income. Fieler (2011), Choi

et al. (2009), Fontagné et al. (2008), Harrigan et al. (2011) and Bekkers et al. (2012) find that within

product categories unit values of imports are increasing in per capita income. Baldwin & Harrigan

(2011) and Hepenstrick (2010) document that the extensive margin of imports is increasing in the

level of per capita income as well. The magnitudes of our estimates are similar to the ones in these

articles. The first four studies estimate an elasticity of GDP per capita on import unit values between

0.04 and 0.16, our estimate is 0.07.4 The substantially higher estimate of Bekkers et al. (2012), 1.06,

might be due to the different variation they exploit. For the extensive margin at the product level

we find an elasticity of per capita income of 0.05 a little below the coefficient of Baldwin & Harrigan

(2011) which is 0.09. For aggregate imports we estimate an elasticity of per capita income of 0.1 which

is similar to Hepenstrick (2010). The empirical part of our paper ’unifies’ the results of these studies.

Moreover, we document that these relations hold for aggregate and disaggregate, as well as for bi-

and multilateral trade flows. In addition, we extend the previous findings by providing evidence on

the quantity margin. We are not aware of any paper analyzing the relationship between per capita

income and the quantity margin of imports. Recent theoretical work abandoned the assumption

of homothetic preferences. When individuals purchase a single vertically differentiated product the

quality and price of consumption goods rises in the income level, creating the positive relationship

between prices and per capita income observed in the data (e.g. Choi et al. (2009), Fajgelbaum et al.

(2011), Hallak (2006) and Murphy & Shleifer (1997)). Models in which individuals purchase a range

of horizontally differentiated products, with richer individuals consuming a broader range of varieties

due to non-homothetic preferences, predict a positive correlation between per capita income and the

extensive margin of imports (e.g. Foellmi et al. (2010), Hepenstrick (2010), Matsuyama (2000) and

Sauré (2009)).5 In the theoretical part of our paper, we ’unify’ the predictions of these models in one

simple framework in which the extensive and the quality margin of imports are jointly increasing in
4The positive association between per capita income and prices in a destination in Harrigan et al. (2011) vanishes

when they include product-firm fixed effects. If, within product categories, prices vary mostly across rather than within
firms, this is in line with our findings. However, the result in Baldwin & Harrigan (2011) that US export unit values are
lower in richer destinations is very different from ours. The discrepancy is not due to US data (Harrigan et al. (2011)).

5The closed economy framework in Jackson (1984) is one of the first formal models which predicts that the variety of
goods an individual consumes increases with income. Note that other studies analyze the predictions of non-homothetic
preferences for trade volumes. Markusen (2010) develops a generic trade model which provides demand side explanations
for a number of popular phenomena, such as the mystery of the missing trade. Francois & Kaplan (1996) conclude that
countries with higher per capita incomes have higher trade volumes.
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per capita income.

The paper is organized as follows, the data and margins of imports are described in section 2 and

3, respectively. Section 4 documents the relationship of per capita income and a country’s import

margins. In section 5 we sketch a trade model with non-homothetic preferences, qualities as well as

varieties and compare the predictions to our empirical findings. Section 6 concludes.

2 Data

We compute the margins of international trade flows with the data of Gaulier & Zignago (2010) which

reports yearly unidirected bilateral trade flows at the six digit level of the Harmonized System (version

1992) from 1995 to 2007. The original database has been collected by UN COMTRADE. We use the

dataset of Gaulier & Zignago (2010) because they cleaned and compiled the data in order to create a

dataset with comparable values, quantities and unit values.6 All prices are on a free on board (FOB)

basis. The unit of observation in the data is: year (t), importer (c), exporter (n), HS6 code (i). At

the six digit level we observe 5’018 different product categories. As the focus is on explanations for

trade based on consumer preferences we only use categories which include consumer goods according

to the classification of Broad Economic Categories (BEC), see table 1 for some examples. This leaves

us with 1’263 product categories, corresponding to 25% of the worldwide value of trade.

We screen the data as follows: (i) we discard observations that involve countries from which we

do not have data on GDP, (ii) we drop countries with a population smaller than 1 million in order

to avoid that very small countries dominate the sample, (iii) we discard observations with negative

or zero quantities, (iv) we discard observations with a value less than US$2’000 as small trade flows

are more prone to measurement error, (v) we discard, for each HS6 code and year, observations with

unit values smaller than 10% of the worldwide median or larger than 10 times the worldwide median.

The final sample accounts for 92% of the value of worldwide trade in consumer goods and covers 123

countries (see table 3).

Data on income, population and purchasing power parity come from Heston et al. (2009). We

approximate per capita income with GDP per capita (PPP, in I$, in 2005 constant prices). To

capture region specific effects we use the seven regions as defined by the World Bank.7 Measures for

trade costs are from Elhanan Helpman, Marc Melitz and Yona Rubinstein8 and are complemented
6Values are reported in thousands of US$ and quantities in tons. Most trade flows are reported in tons originally. They

estimate rates of conversion into tons for flows reported in different units of measurement. These rates are estimated,
for each product separately, with trade flows which are reported both in tons and the other unit of measurement. Trade
flows appear twice if both the importer and exporter report their trade statistics to the UN.

7The region classification of the World Bank is only for developing countries. The missing data for the developed
countries and the region North America, Australia, New Zealand has been complemented.
http://data.worldbank.org/about/country-classifications/country-and-lending-groups

8At http://scholar.harvard.edu/melitz/publications/estimating-trade-flows-trading-partners-and-trading-volumes
they kindly provide the dataset used in “Estimating Trade Flows: Trading Partners and Trading Volumes”, Quarterly
Journal of Economics, 2008.
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with data from the CIA World Factbook which indicates whether a country is an island or landlocked.

3 Measuring the Margins of Imports

We study four different types of import flows. We start with aggregate multilateral import margins.

One observation reveals, for example, that Switzerland imports consumer goods from the rest of the

world worth 44 billion US$; all examples refer to 2007. As trade flows may differ a lot across product

categories, we also study disaggregate multilateral import margins. There we observe, for example,

that the value of cars (with large cylinder capacity, HS 870324) which Switzerland imports from the

rest of the world is 1,2 billion US$. With ’aggregate trade flows’ we mean trade in all consumer

good categories while trade flows in a product category are called ’disaggregate trade flows’. To show

that our results on imports from the rest of the world are not driven by the composition of source

countries and their characteristics, we additionally analyze bilateral imports, both at the aggregate

(e.g. Swiss imports from Japan in all consumer goods) and disaggregate (e.g. Switzerland’s car

imports from Japan) level. We present the definitions of import margins in another order as they are

most comprehensible when starting at the most detailed level of data and subsequently aggregating

over exporters and products.

3.1 Disaggregate Import Margins

Bilateral Imports

The most detailed level which we observe in our dataset is country c’s imports from source country n

in product category i (HS6 code). For each trade flow the corresponding value vnci and quantity xnci

are reported. The unit value uvnci = vnci/xnci reflects the value per unit within a product category

i and hence its average price. To give an example, Switzerland and Columbia both import cars (HS

870324) from Spain for approximately 1,3 million US$. However, Columbia imports three times more

units than Switzerland. Hence, the value per unit of Columbia’s car imports is a third of the value per

unit of Switzerland’s car imports from Spain. Although Swiss and Columbian car imports from Spain

are equivalent in terms of value the corresponding quantities and unit values differ considerably.

It is widely accepted that unit values are, at least to some extent, related to product quality (e.g.

Hallak (2006), Hummels & Klenow (2005), Schott (2004)). Products which are of higher quality have a

higher price and this translates into higher unit values. However, prices can vary for products of equal

quality. This might be due to (i) differing markups, see for example Simonovska (2010), (ii) differences

in production costs or (iii) composition. If a category includes several products with different prices,

differences in unit values might be due to differences in the composition of goods within a category. We

deal with (ii) by documenting that results are qualitatively unchanged when analyzing bilateral import

flows and including exporter fixed effects. Moreover, we show that our results are also unchanged if we
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include exporter-product fixed effects which should absorb most of the variation due to differences in

production costs. To mitigate the impact of (iii) we measure unit values at the finest possible level of

disaggregation. We cannot disentangle how much of the correlation between unit values and importer

per capita income is due to quality and how much due to markups (richer countries might have a

higher willingness to pay).9 However, as we believe that a least some fraction of the observed relation

between unit values and per capita income is driven by quality we interpret, in what follows, unit

values as quality. We do not use more sophisticated methodologies to extract the quality component

from unit values, as for example proposed in Khandelwal (2010) or Hallak & Schott (2011), because

they do not allow a decomposition of values into the various margins.

By definition bilateral disaggregate import values can be decomposed into a unit value and a

quantity component.

Vnci = UVnci ·Xnci, Ynci ≡ ynci, Y ∈ {V,UV,X}

The extensive margin for trade flows at the disaggregate level is an indicator, 1nci, which is equal

to one if country c has positive imports in product category i from source country n.

1nci =


1 if vnci > 0

0 if vnci = 0

For illustration, Switzerland imports cars (HS 870324) from Brazil while Columbia does not

(1BRA,CHE,cars=1, 1BRA,COL,cars=0). However, both Switzerland and Columbia import cars from Japan

(1JPN,CHE,cars=1JPN,COL,cars=1). The level of the unit value and quantity margin is not informative

as it depends on the unit of measurement. Yet, the comparison across countries is interesting. We

observe that Switzerland’s car imports from Japan have 70% higher unit values and consist of 20%

more units than Columbia’s car imports from Japan.

Multilateral Imports

We construct disaggregate multilateral import margins by taking the weighted geometric mean of

bilateral import margins across exporters.

Yci =
∏

n∈N−c

(ynci)wnci , wnci =
vnci∑

n∈N−c vnci
, Y ∈ {V,UV,X}, Vci = UV ci ·Xci

Weight wnci represents the importance of source country n in country c’s overall imports in product i.

N denotes the set of all exporters. For example, VCHE,cars = 236m and implies that from the average

exporter Switzerland imports cars worth 236 million US$. Regarding the unit value and quantity
9Our theory predicts that prices increase in both the quality of the good and the willingness to pay of consumers.
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components we observe that Switzerlands’ car imports, from the average exporter, have three times

higher unit values and consist of four times more units than Columbia’s car imports.

Applying the geometric mean has the nice property that the multilateral value margin is still the

product of the multilateral unit value and quantity margin. For robustness we define alternative mea-

sures which sum over bilateral imports, we refer to them as ’straightforward’ disaggregate multilateral

import margins Y̆ci. The two versions of disaggregate import margins are highly correlated and yield

similar results.

V̆ci =
∑

n∈N−c

vnci, X̆ci =
∑

n∈N−c

xnci, ŬV ci =

∑
n∈N−c vnci∑
n∈N−c xnci

, V̆ci = ŬV ci · X̆ci

The extensive margin of disaggregate multilateral imports is an indicator, 1ci, which is equal to one

if country c has positive imports in product category i. For illustration, Switzerland imports articles

of ivory (HS 960110), whereas Columbia does not (1CHE,ivory=1, 1COL,ivory=0).

1ci =


1 if

∑
n∈N−c vnci > 0

0 if
∑

n∈N−c vnci = 0

3.2 Aggregate Import Margins

Bilateral Imports

We construct aggregate bi lateral import margins by aggregating over product categories. In what

follows we present the decomposition of aggregate import values into extensive and intensive margins

as well as a break down of the intensive margin into the unit value and the quantity component. This

decomposition is analog to Hummels & Klenow (2005).

The value of country c’s imports from exporter n is normalized by imports of the rest of the world

r from n. In other words, we compare importer c to importer r, for a given exporter n. For example,

Swiss imports from Japan (808 million US$) are normalized with all other countries’ imports from

Japan (146 billion US$). This eliminates that Swiss imports from Japan appear to be high just because

Japan is a large exporter.

Vnc =
∑

i∈I vnci∑
i∈I vnri

, vnri =
∑
ĉ∈C−c

vnĉi

The rest of the world r denotes all countries which import from n other than c, C denotes the set of

all importers and I denotes the set of all product categories.

The extensive margin is a weighted count of product categories which c imports from n relative to

categories which r imports from n. Each category i is weighted by r’s import value from n in order to

avoid that products which are primarily imported by c appear large. Switzerland has positive imports
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from Japan in 410 categories, whereas the rest of the world imports in 1’169 product categories from

Japan. If all 1’169 products were of equal importance then EMJPN,CHE would be 410/1’169=0.35.

However, as Japan exports only few Garden umbrellas i=660110 has a small weight and as Japan has

a high export value in cars i=870324 has a large weight.

EMnc =

∑
i∈Inc vnri∑
i∈Inr vnri

Inc is the set of product categories in which c has positive imports from n and Inr is the set of categories

with positive flows from n to the rest of the world r.

The intensive margin compares c’s imports from n to r’s imports from n in a common set of goods

Inc. For example, Swiss imports from Japan (808 million US$) are normalized with imports of all

other countries from Japan in the before mentioned 410 categories (140 billion US$).

IMnc =

∑
i∈Inc vnci∑
i∈Inc vnri

The product of the extensive and intensive margin is equal to the normalized import value.

Vnc = EMnc · IMnc

We compare the unit value of c’s imports from n to the unit value of r’s imports from n in a given

category i. To construct the unit value margin of c’s aggregate imports from n we take the geometric

mean of these unit value ratios across product categories. To give an example, the unit value of Swiss

car imports from Japan is 29% higher than the unit value of the rest of the world’s Japanese car

imports. The geometric mean across products implies UVJPN,CHE=1.28, i.e. on average Swiss import

unit values from Japan are 28% higher than other countries’ import unit values from Japan.

UVnc =
∏
i∈Inc

(
uvnci
uvnri

)wnci
, uvnri =

vnri
xnri

, xnri =
∑
ĉ∈C−c

xnĉi

wnci =
snci−snri

ln(snci)−ln(snri)∑
i∈Inc

snci−snri
ln(snci)−ln(snri)

, snbi =
vnbi∑

i∈Inc vnbi
, b ∈ {c, r}

wnci is the logarithmic mean of snci (the share of category i in country c’s imports from n) and snri

(the share of category i in r’s imports from n, where i ∈ Inc), normalized such that weights sum to 1

over i.10

By decomposing the intensive margin into a unit value and residual quantity margin, Xnc =

IMnc/UVnc, the normalized import value can be expressed as the product of the extensive, the unit
10The ratio of uvnci to uvnri is weighted with a mean (specifically, the logarithmic mean) of snci to snri. Each

component of wnci, snci and snri, sums to 1 over i. As wnci is a mean of these two components it is normalized again,
such that it sums to 1 over i. Note that snci is equal to what we define below as ewnci.
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value and the quantity margin.

Vnc = EMnc · UVnc ·Xnc

Alternatively, we define unnormalized aggregate bilateral import margins Ỹnc, which yield similar

results.

Ṽnc =
∑
i∈Inc

vnci, ẼMnc =
∑
i∈Inc

1nci, ĨMnc =

∑
i∈Inc vnci∑
i∈Inc 1nci

, ŨV nc =
∏
i∈Inc

(uvnci)
ewnci

w̃nci =
vnci∑

i∈Inc vnci
, X̃nc = ĨMnc/ŨV nc, Ṽnc = ẼMnc · ŨV nc · X̃nc

Multilateral Imports

The geometric mean across exporters yields aggregate multilateral import margins for each country c.

Yc =
∏

n∈N−c

(Ync)wnc , wnc =
snc−snw

ln(snc)−ln(snw)∑
n∈N−c

snc−snw
ln(snc)−ln(snw)

, Y ∈ {V,EM, IM,UV,X}

snc =
vnc∑

n∈N−c vnc
, snw =

∑
ĉ∈C−c,−n vnĉ∑

n∈N−c
∑

ĉ∈C−c,−n vnĉ
, vnc =

∑
i∈Inc

vnci

Where wnc is the logarithmic mean of the shares of n in overall imports of c and C−c,−n respectively,

normalized such that weights sum to 1 over the set of exporters N−c. As mentioned above, the

geometric mean has the nice property that the multilateral value margin is still the product of the

multilateral extensive, unit value and quantity margin.

Vc = EMc · UVc ·Xc

The graphs on the left hand side in figure 2 illustrate that the raw correlation between importer GDP

per capita and each multilateral import margin is clearly positive.

We construct unnormalized aggregate multilateral import margins analogously.

Ỹc =
∏

n∈N−c

(Ỹnc) ewnc , w̃nc =
vnc∑

n∈N−c vnc
, Y ∈ {V,EM, IM,UV,X}, Ṽc = ẼM c · ŨV c · X̃c

For robustness, we define very simple and intuitive ’straightforward’ multilateral aggregate import
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margins, Y̆c, which sum over product categories and exporters.

V̆c =
∑
i∈Ic

vci, ˘EM c =
∑
i∈Ic

1ci, ˘IM c =

∑
i∈Ic vci∑
i∈Ic 1ci

, ŬV c =
∏
i∈Ic

(uvci)
w̆ci , uvci =

vci
xci

vci =
∑

n∈N−c

vnci, xci =
∑

n∈N−c

xnci, w̆ci =
vci∑
i∈Ic vci

, X̆c =
˘IM c

ŬV c

, V̆c = ˘EM c · ŬV c · X̆c

All three measures for multilateral aggregate import margins are highly correlated and yield similar

results. Summary statistics on all variables are listed in table 4.

4 Results

The purpose of this section is to document that there is a robust relationship between per capita income

and imports. Our results show that per capita income is an important determinant of imports, besides

the frequently studied ’gravity forces’ such as aggregate income and trade costs. We document that

richer countries have higher import values, conditional on aggregate income. The value is decomposed

into its extensive, its quality and its quantity margin in order to analyze the relationship between

per capita income and each margin separately. Richer countries do not only import more in terms of

value but also along the extensive and quality margin. For disaggregate imports there is a positive

association between per capita income and the quantity margin. Though, this relation is offset by

a composition effect for aggregate flows. We first discuss our findings on multilateral imports, both

at the aggregate and disaggregate level. Subsequently we show that these results are not driven by

characteristics of source countries as they are qualitatively the same for bilateral imports. Finally, the

findings on all levels of disaggregation are shortly summarized.

4.1 Effect of per capita income on aggregate multilateral import margins

We regress each aggregate multilateral import margin on GDP and GDP per capita, exploiting the

cross sectional variation in the data.

ln(Yc) = α+ β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + rcχ+ εc, (1)

where Y ∈ {EM,UV,X, V }. We are interested in the coefficient β2. It is the marginal effect of in-

creasing GDP per capita while holding fixed aggregate GDP. A higher GDP per capita and unchanged

GDP implies an offsetting decrease in population. In other words, β2 is the difference of the effect

of GDP per capita and the effect of population, on Yc. β1 is the effect of population, conditional
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on GDP per capita.11 xc is a vector of control variables. It includes region dummies12, a dummy

for OECD membership and the purchasing power parity exchange rate as trade values are measured

in US$. Part of the variation in GDP per capita is absorbed by region dummies, see table 2. We

approximate importer specific trade costs with τc. It includes dummies for whether a country is an

island, landlocked and a member of the WTO as well as the number of free trade agreements, the

number of currency unions, the number of direct neighbor countries, the number of countries with

a common language and the average distance to all potential exporters. The remoteness index rc

measures how far away an importer is from large exporters.13 Thus, the marginal effect of GDP per

capita is a within region effect and conditional on multilateral trade costs τc and remoteness rc. We

calculate robust HC3 standard errors as the sample size is small.

Table 5, panel (a), presents estimates for 2007, where import margins are computed with categories

including consumer goods. For a given GDP, higher GDP per capita is associated with both, a higher

extensive as well as quality margin of imports, yet has no significant effect on the quantity margin.

The interpretation for the extensive margin, which measures the diversification of a country’s

import bundle is as follows: While the extensive margin of imports increases by 0.19% as a result of

a 1% higher GDP per capita it is raised by 0.09% when population increases by 1%. Hence, both

average income and population are positively and significantly related to the variety margin of imports.

However, the effect of GDP per capita is significantly larger than the effect of population. For a given

aggregate GDP, an increase in GDP per capita and a contemporaneous decrease in population, by 1%

each, leads to a 0.10% increase in the variety margin of imports.

The second column shows that, conditional on GDP, countries with a higher GDP per capita have

a higher quality margin of imports. The elasticity is 0.07 and highly significant. Note that population

is not significantly related to import prices.

Both GDP per capita and population are significantly and positively related to the quantity margin

of imports. However, the size of the effects is not significantly different. Hence, after controlling for

GDP there is no significant role for GDP per capita to explain the quantity margin of aggregate

multilateral imports. The graphs on the right hand side in figure 2 represent the conditional relation

of GDP per capita and all three import margins graphically. The slopes of the fitted lines are equal

to the coefficients in table 5, panel (a).

The sum of the coefficients for the extensive, the quality and the quantity margin is equal to the

coefficient for the value margin as Vc = EMc ·UVc ·Xc and because all variables are in logs. Both, GDP

per capita and population are positively related to the value margin of imports Vc. However, the effect
11β1 and β2 can also be inferred from the following alternative specification.

ln(Yc) = κ0 + κ1ln(GDPpcc) + κ2ln(POPc) + x′cκ3 + τ ′cκ4 + rcκ5 + uc, β1 = κ2, β2 = κ1 − κ2, β1 + β2 = κ1
12East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa,

South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America
13rc =

P
n∈N−c

distancenc · (vn/v). I.e. importer c is remote if it is far away from those countries which export a lot.
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of average income is significantly larger. Increasing GDP per capita by 1% and contemporaneously

decreasing population by 1%, i.e. holding GDP constant, raises the value margin by 0.29%, on average.

In sum, for a given aggregate GDP there is a separate role for GDP per capita to determine the

level of aggregate multilateral imports. When we compare two countries with equal GDP but differing

population sizes and hence different GDP per capita, on average, these countries differ in their imports.

Hence, the patterns we find in the exemplary comparison of Switzerland and Columbia are systematic.

Moreover, the size of the effects is of economic importance. An increase of one standard deviation in

log per capita income is associated with an increase of a third of a standard deviation of the extensive

margin (in logs), half a standard deviation of the quality margin (in logs) and a quarter of a standard

deviation of the value margin (in logs).

Robustness Checks

The above results are robust to a number of variations. (i) Qualitatively, the results are unchanged

when we use the unnormalized or straightforward version of import margins defined in section 3.2, see

panel (b) and (c) of table 5. (ii) Table 6 shows that the set of controls is not crucial for the marginal

effects presented above. (iii) Baseline results are for 2007. There is nothing special about this year as

the coefficients are both qualitatively and also quantitatively similar for all years between 1995 and

2007, see table 7. In each and every year there is a positive and highly significant effect of GDP per

capita on the variety and quality margin, for a given aggregate GDP. For the quantity margin, the

coefficient on GDP per capita is positive in all years, however, it is insignificant in most years. (iv)

Our findings are qualitatively unchanged if we pool all cross sections and additionally include year

fixed effects, see table 8. The only difference is that the effect of GDP per capita on the quantity

margin is significantly larger than zero. However, we do not stress this result as it is not robust when

using alternative measures for the margins.

4.2 Effect of per capita income on disaggregate multilateral import margins

In the analysis above we look at aggregate multilateral import flows, e.g. Switzerland’s total imports.

As trade flows may differ across the analyzed categories, in what follows, disaggregate multilateral

import flows, e.g. Switzerland’s car imports from the rest of the world, are considered. At the 6-digit

level each importer can have up to 1’263 observations. With disaggregated trade flows, we can control

for product category specific effects. This takes care of any compositional effects which are potentially

present when looking at aggregate imports. We use a cross section of the data to show that per capita

income also plays an important role for the determination of disaggregate multilateral imports.

1ci = α+ β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + rciχ+Ai + εci (2)

ln(Yci) = α+ β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + rciχ+Ai + εci (3)
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Equation (2) specifies a linear probability model for the extensive margin at the disaggregate level,

1ci, and (3) is a linear model at the disaggregate level, analog to (1), where Y ∈ {UV,X, V }. Both

equations are estimated with OLS. β2 is again the coefficient of interest, the marginal effect of GDP per

capita on the quality and the quantity margin, respectively, as well as on the probability of importing

a category, conditional on GDP. Remoteness rci measures how far away an importer is, on average,

from the supply of a product.14 For example Switzerland, which is geographically close to large car

exporters in Europe, is less remote for cars than Columbia, which is somewhat close to North America

but far away from Europe. Product category fixed effects, Ai, capture everything which is specific for

a category, e.g. the average unit value of products (cars versus cashew nuts). Thus, the marginal effect

β2 is a within category effect and it is conditional on importer region, trade costs and remoteness.

Standard errors are clustered by importers to account for the fact that the explanatory variable is

observed at a higher level of aggregation than the dependent variable (see Moulton (1986)).15

Table 9, panel (a), presents our findings on disaggregate imports of consumer goods in 2007. The

first column reports the results for the linear probability model. Both, GDP per capita and population

have a significant positive effect on the probability of importing a product. β̂2, which tests for the

difference of the effects, implies that the effect of GDP per capita is significantly larger. Conditional on

aggregate GDP, an increase in GDP per capita by 10% approximately increases the probability that a

country imports a given product category by 0.5 percentage points. This effect might seem small, yet

an increase of one standard deviation in log GDP per capita is associated with a 6 percentage point

increase in the probability of importing a category. The observation that some product categories are

imported by more countries than other is accounted for by product fixed effects. They capture for

example that, on average, a country has a low probability of importing mouth organs (HS 920420,

imported by 16 countries) and a high probability of importing cars (HS 870324, imported by 123

countries).

In the second column it is documented that countries with a higher GDP per capita have signif-

icantly higher import unit values, within product categories. The elasticity is 0.09%. We interpret

this as evidence that richer countries import goods of higher quality. Also, at the disaggregate level,

import prices are unrelated to population. As unit values are not defined for zero trade flows the

sample size is reduced. We show in the robustness section that results are similar if we account for

selection.

In contrast to our results from aggregate flows, we find that the quantity margin at the disaggregate

level depends on how aggregate income is divided into per capita income and population. According to

column three the elasticity with respect to GDP per capita is 0.33. We conjecture that the differential

14rci =
`P

n∈N 1(vni > 0)
´−1P

n∈N−c
distancenc · (vni/vi). I.e. country c is remote regarding category i if it is far

away from countries exporting a lot in product i.
15Bias from few clusters is no risk as we have 123 clusters in all specifications. Moreover, standard errors clustered by

importers and categories are only slightly larger and do not alter statistical significance (1%, 5%, 10%).
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results for the quantity margin for aggregate versus disaggregate flows is because rich countries import

in many categories with low average quantities. Hence, when aggregating over categories, the positive

relationship of the quantity margin and importer per capita income is offset by the negative association

between the composition of product categories and per capita income. Thus, even though rich countries

import more within products, the composition of categories levels the effect for aggregate imports.

As Vci = UV ci ·Xci and because all variables are in logs the coefficients for the unit value and the

quantity margin add up to the coefficient for import values. We estimate an elasticity of GDP per

capita on the value margin of imports of 0.41, conditional on GDP.

To sum up, conditional on GDP, countries with a higher GDP per capita have not only a larger

probability to import a product, but also import goods of higher quality and in higher quantities.

This confirms our findings on aggregate imports, suggesting that richer countries import a broader set

of goods and source goods of higher quality. While richer countries import higher quantities within

products this association disappears at the aggregate level as rich countries import in many categories

with typically low quantities.

Robustness Checks

The following variations do not alter our findings for disaggregate multilateral import margins. (i)

Qualitatively the results are unchanged when we use the straightforward definitions of import margins

defined in section 3.1, see panel (b) of table 9. (ii) One may worry that the above relations are

driven by nonOECD countries as there is not as much variation in GDP per capita within the OECD.

However, the positive association between per capita income and all three margins of imports is present

for both groups of countries, see table 10. The effect on the probability of importing a category is

smaller for OECD countries, presumably because the latter import almost all categories. In contrast,

the relationship between unit values and per capita income is stronger within the OECD. Population

is negatively related to unit values when restricting the sample to the OECD. Under economies of

scale prices decrease in the number of consumers. This mechanism may be stronger in the OECD

as a larger fraction of the population buys many of the imported categories. Hence, population size

approximates the number of consumers arguably better in OECD than nonOECD countries. For the

quantity margin the effect of GDP per capita is somewhat larger for OECD countries.16 (iii) In tables

11 and 12 it is shown that the results hold for differentiated as well as non-differentiated goods, for

durable as well as non-durable goods and for all industries (SITC 1-digit codes). For non-differentiated

goods, the positive effect on the unit value margin should not be attributed entirely to higher markups

as for example HS6 code 020322 includes hams. Hence, categories classified as non-differentiated also

include products featuring a quality dimension. Goods are classified according to Rauch (1999). In
16We do not report separate results for OECD and nonOECD countries for aggregate multilateral import margins as

the sample for OECD countries is very small.
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industries with few observations some effects are, unsurprisingly, insignificant. (iv) Table 13 shows

first that the set of controls is not crucial for the marginal effects presented above and second that the

results are robust to additional controls for source country regions. xnci is a set of dummy variables

indicating whether country c does import product i from region 1, 2, . . . , 7. (v) In table 14 we present

the results for each third year between 1995 and 2007. The coefficients are both qualitatively and

quantitatively similar for all years. In each and every year there is a positive and highly significant

effect of GDP per capita on the probability of importing a product as well as on the quality, the

quantity and the value margin. (vi) Our findings are unchanged if we pool all cross sections and

include year fixed effects, see table 15. (vii) In table 16 we show that the results at the HS 6-digit

level are qualitatively the same as findings at the HS 4-digit, 2-digit and 1-digit level.17 (viii) 21% of

multilateral HS 6-digit import flows are zero. Above we neglect this information as the log of zero

is not defined. In order to control for a potential selection bias of positive trade flows, we apply a

simplified version of the semi-parametric analog of Heckman’s two-step estimator which is proposed

in Cosslett (1991). This estimator specifies the selection correction function very flexibly and does not

require any distributional assumption about the error terms, see appendix A for details. Qualitatively

the results are unchanged if we control for selection with a step function representing the probability

of positive imports, see table 17. These point estimates are very close to baseline OLS estimates.

We suppose that this is because we do not find systematic selection patterns.18 This suggests that

the controls in (3) capture most of the potential selection effects. In table 17 we use 10 bins. The

results are similar for 100 bins, although less precise. (ix) The extensive margin is a binary variable,

1ci ∈ {0, 1}. In equation (2) we model it as a linear function of independent variables. In table 18

we report that the marginal effects at mean from a probit, logit and linear probability model are not

only qualitatively, but also quantitatively quite close.

4.3 Effect of per capita income on bilateral import margins

In this section, we document that results for bilateral imports are qualitatively the same as for mul-

tilateral imports. This is reassuring and suggests that our above results on multilateral imports are

not driven by characteristics of source countries. We first discuss bilateral imports at the aggregate

level and then at the disaggregate level.

Aggregate bilateral import margins

By studying aggregate bi lateral imports, e.g. Switzerland’s total imports from Japan, we can control

for exporter specific effects to demonstrate that our results for aggregate multilateral imports are not
17Note that there are only four hierarchical levels for the Harmonized System. The 1-digit level corresponds to sections,

the 2-digit level represents chapters, 4-digit codes identify headings and 6-digit codes represent sub-headings.
18The coefficients on the indicator variables, the λ̂j ’s, shed light on the selection pattern. There is no correlation

between λ̂j and j, where j ∈ {1, ..., J}. Hence, trade flows with low and high probability of positive imports (i.e. low
and high j) do not have systematically different import margins.
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driven by the composition of source countries, and their characteristics.

ln(Ync) = α+ β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + rcχ+ τ ′ncκ+An + εnc, (4)

where Y ∈ {EM,UV,X, V }. We are again interested in β2, the marginal effect of importer GDP

per capita on bilateral import margins, conditional on GDP. τnc approximates bilateral trade costs.

It includes geographic distance, dummies for free trade agreement, currency union, common border,

common legal system, common language and colonial ties. Therefore, τc only contains dummies which

indicate whether an importer is an island, landlocked and a member of the WTO. Exporter fixed

effects An control for everything which is specific to an exporter, e.g. GDP or production possibilities.

Standard errors are clustered by importers.

Panel (a) of table 19 reports the results for normalized aggregate bilateral import margins in

2007. We find a positive and highly significant effect of GDP per capita on the extensive, the quality

and the value margin and a positive, yet insignificant relationship with the quantity margin. For a

given aggregate GDP, an increase in importer GDP per capita of 1% is associated with a 0.2% higher

extensive margin, a 0.1% higher quality margin and a 0.3% higher value margin of aggregate bilateral

imports. Qualitatively the results for aggregate bi lateral imports are fully in line with the results for

aggregate multi lateral imports. While the elasticity for the extensive margin is higher for bilateral

imports, the magnitude for the quality margin is quite similar.

Robustness Checks

The results for bilateral aggregate import margins are robust to a number of variations. In order to save

space we do not report all robustness checks we document for multilateral imports. (i) Qualitatively

the findings are unchanged when we use the unnormalized import margins defined in section 3.2, see

panel (b) of table 19. (ii) The results are qualitatively the same if we restrict the sample to nonOECD

importers, even the magnitudes are close. For OECD countries, we find a positive effect of GDP per

capita on all three margins of bilateral imports. The effect on unit values is however only weakly

significant (17% level). In contrast to the whole sample, we find a significant and large effect on the

quantity margin for OECD countries. See table 20 for details. (iii) Results are similar for all years,

both qualitatively and quantitatively, see table 21. (iv) 36% of aggregate bilateral trade flows are zero.

Table 22 reports that our findings are qualitatively unchanged if we take into account this information

by applying the simplified version of Cosslett (1991). Trade flows with a high probability of being

positive have a systematically higher extensive margin than trade relations with a low probability

of positive imports.19 This suggests that controls in (4) do not capture all selection effects for the

extensive margin and that the OLS estimate is biased upwards. As there is no clear selection pattern

19λ̂j is increasing in j for the extensive margin.
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for the unit value and quantity margin, the point estimates are very close to baseline OLS coefficients.

Note that the probability to import from a given exporter also increases in importer GDP per capita.

Disaggregate bilateral import margins

Finally, we go to the most detailed level and analyze disaggregate bi lateral import margins, e.g.

Switzerland’s car imports from Japan. This allows us to include product and exporter fixed effects.

1nci = α+ β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + τ ′ncκ+An +Ai + εnci (5)

ln(Ynci) = α+ β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + τ ′ncκ+An +Ai + εnci (6)

Equation (5) specifies a linear probability model for the extensive margin at the disaggregate level

and (6) is a linear model for bilateral imports analog to (3), where Y ∈ {UV,X, V }. Both equations

are estimated with OLS. β2 is again the coefficient of interest. Controls xc, τc and τnc are the same as

in (4). An and Ai are exporter and product fixed effects. Standard errors are clustered by importers.

The first column of table 23 presents the results on the extensive margin. On average, if a country’s

GDP per capita increases by 10% this is associated with an increase in the probability of importing

a given product category from a given exporter by 0.01 percentage points. This effect seems small,

however, an increase of one standard deviation of log GDP per capita is related to an increase in the

probability of importing a product by 1.4 percentage points. Columns two to four document that

the elasticity of GDP per capita on both, the unit value and quantity margin of imports is 0.1, and

hence on the import value 0.2. However, these estimates are only based on information of non-zero

trade flows. The enormous share of 93% of all bilateral HS6-digit trade flows is zero, this poses a

potential selection problem. We apply the simplified version of Cosslett (1991), described in appendix

A, to account for this. Qualitatively the results are unchanged if we control for selection with a step

function representing the probability of positive imports, see columns five to seven of table 23. For

the unit value even the point estimate hardly changes. As there is no systematic relationship between

the probability of importing and the unit value of imports, this suggests that controls in (6) capture

a lot of potential selection effects for unit values and that therefore the bias of the OLS estimate

is small.20 However, the elasticity for the quantity margin with respect to GDP per capita almost

doubles. Presumably, this is because trade flows with a low probability of positive imports have

systematically a larger quantity margin than trade flows with a high probability of positive imports.21

This suggests that controls in equation (6) do not capture all selection effects for import quantities

and that the OLS estimate is downward biased. In table 23 we report results with 10 bins. Using 100

bins does not alter our findings qualitatively, and not even much quantitatively.

20The λ̂j ’s are unrelated to j. Hence, trade flows with low and high probability of positive imports (i.e. low and high
j) do not have systematically differing unit values UVnci.

21There is a strong negative correlation between λ̂j and j for the quantity margin.
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In sum, for a given GDP, we find a positive association between GDP per capita and all three mar-

gins of disaggregate bilateral imports. These results are fully in line with our findings for disaggregate

multi lateral imports, suggesting that the latter are not driven by characteristics of source countries.

Robustness Checks

The following variations do not change the above results for disaggregate bilateral import margins. (i)

The findings hold for both OECD as well as nonOECD importers, see table 24. The only exception is

that the coefficient on GDP per capita is insignificant for the unit value margin of OECD importers. (ii)

In table 25 we present the results for each third year between 1995 and 2007. The estimated coefficients

are both qualitatively and also quantitatively similar for all years. (iii) Finally, we additionally include

exporter-product fixed effects to show that our results are robust to controlling for category specific

production possibilities of exporters.22 This should absorb a lot of the variation in unit values due to

differences in production costs and hence makes the unit value a closer approximation of quality. The

resulting estimates are very close to the baseline, see table 26.

4.4 Summary of Results

The general message of our empirical section is that how aggregate income is divided into per capita

income and population matters for imports on all levels of disaggregation. Hence, when we compare

two countries with equal GDP but differing population sizes, and hence different GDP per capita,

on average, these two countries have different patterns of imports. We find a robust positive and

highly significant relationship between importer GDP per capita and both, the extensive and the

quality margin of imports at all levels of disaggregation, conditional on GDP. At the aggregate level,

the extensive margin measures how diversified a country’s imports are. We estimate an elasticity

with respect to GDP per capita between 0.1 and 0.17. At the disaggregate level, the extensive

margin represents the probability that a product is imported. The corresponding estimate is no

longer an elasticity but reflects that an increase of one standard deviation of GDP per capita (in

logs) is associated with a 1.4 to 6.2 percentage point increase in the probability to import a product.

The elasticity of GDP per capita on the unit value margin of imports is between 0.07 and 0.09 on all

levels of disaggregation. Although the concept of measurement is similar on all levels of disaggregation

this is surprisingly close.23 For the quantity margin, the elasticity with respect to GDP per capita is

between 0.21 and 0.33 at the disaggregate level. Estimates at the aggregate level are imprecise and not

robust across different types of measurement. Hence, there is a discrepancy of the relation between

per capita income and the quantity margin of imports at the aggregate and disaggregate level. We
22As the dimensionality of the fixed effects is too high to include dummies in the regressions we apply the Stata program

gpreg developed by Johannes F. Schmieder which is based on the algorithm developed by Guimaraes & Portugal (2010).
23At the aggregate level unit values are normalized within products and then averaged over products and source

countries, see section 3.2. This normalization is somewhat related to using the level of the unit value (disaggregate level)
and conditioning on product fixed effects as the latter partial out the mean unit value within a category.
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conjecture that this is because rich countries import in many categories with typically low quantities.

When aggregating over products the positive relationship of the quantity margin and importer per

capita income is offset by the negative association between the composition of product categories and

per capita income.

The finding that richer countries import a more diverse bundle of goods and goods of higher

qualities is not in line with predictions of standard trade models with homothetic preferences (see

appendix C). In the next section, we sketch a simple theory in which an individual’s demand for variety

and quality depends on the income level due to non-homothetic preferences. In a trade equilibrium

richer countries have a higher extensive and a higher quality margin of imports than poorer countries.

Our theory illustrates that non-homothetic preferences offer an explanation for why richer countries

have a higher variety and quality margin of imports. The model does not incorporate a quantity

margin in order to keep it as simple as possible and because the empirical results on the quantity

margin depend on the level of disaggregation. However, appendix D introduces a quantity choice at

the individual level.

5 A Simple Model of Quality and Variety Trade

In this section we study a simple extension of Krugman’s (1980) trade model and compare the predic-

tions of a country’s import margins to the ones of the original model. The present framework is based

on a static closed economy model developed in Wuergler (2010) and related to the trade equilibrium

derived in Foellmi et al. (2010).

5.1 Environment

An economy is populated by a continuum of L individuals. Each individual is homogeneously en-

dowed with A units of labor. Labor is immobile across countries and supplied inelastically so that an

economy’s fixed labor supply amounts to LA. Individuals choose consumption from a continuum of

differentiated goods indexed by j ∈ [0, N ]. In contrast to the framework of Krugman (1980), which

is based on homothetic preferences (CES), we assume that these goods are indivisible. Only the first

unit of each variety yields utility while no additional utility is derived from consuming further units.

Moreover, utility is increasing in the quality level of goods, q(j).24

Consumer good varieties are produced with labor. Firms need to invest a fixed amount of labor

φ > 0 in order set up production of a variety. The manufacturing of each unit requires an additional

amount of ψ (q (j)) /N units of labor which is increasing in the quality levels produced, q (j) ≥ 0. The

cost function ψ (·) is assumed to be twice continuously differentiable, strictly positive and unbounded,
24Appendix C presents an extension of Krugman’s model with CES preferences and endogenous quality showing that

quality is fixed in equilibrium, does not depend on per capita labor endowment and population, and consequently can
be ignored.
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strictly increasing, strictly and sufficiently convex in the quality level q (j) such that q · ψ′ (q) /ψ (q)

is strictly increasing and ψ′ (q) > ψ (q) /q for sufficiently large q.25 Firms can manufacture different

quality levels simultaneously without incurring additional fixed setup costs. Note that there are

positive effects from (global) variety on productivity in manufacturing. Without such spillovers, an

increase in population would reduce qualities, as a larger market increases variety and production of

indivisible goods of each variety.

5.2 Autarky Equilibrium

An individual i chooses varieties {di(j)} and qualities {qi(j)} to maximize utility subject to its budget

constraint

Ui =
∫ N

j=0
di(j)qi(j)dj s.t. Aiw =

∫ N

j=0
di(j)p(j, qi)dj,

where di(j) is an indicator function with di(j) = 1 if good j is consumed, and di(j) = 0 if not, w

is the wage rate and p(j, qi) is the price of variety j in quality qi(j). The first order condition for

consumption of good j is

{di(j), qi(j)} =

 {1, qi(j)} if µiqi(j)− p(j, qi) ≥ max [0, µiq−i(j)− p(j, q−i)] ,

{0, ·} otherwise,

where µi is the inverse of the Lagrange multiplier of the budget constraint. The Lagrange multiplier,

µ−1
i , represents the marginal utility of income and µi determines an individual’s willingness to pay per

unit of quality. In equilibrium richer individuals have a lower marginal utility of income and hence

a higher willingness to pay. The willingness to pay for one unit of variety j in quality qi(j), µiqi(j),

minus the price, p(j, qi), is equal to the consumer surplus. The first order condition simply states that

an individual consumes one unit of variety j in quality qi(j) if the consumption surplus is nonnegative

(rationality constraint) and greater than the one of all other quality levels offered of the same variety,

q−i(j), (incentive compatibility constraint). If no quality level is sufficiently attractive the individual

does not consume variety j.

The utility function has two important properties. First, only the first unit of a variety yields

positive utility. This implies that individuals can choose the variety of their consumption bundle

(extensive margin) but not the quantities. This may seem restrictive at first glance, however the

0-1 choice is a counterpart of standard CES preferences. Under the latter individuals choose the

quantities of their consumption bundle. But essentially they do not have a choice about the variety as

the marginal utility is infinitely high as a quantity approaches zero, hence all varieties are consumed,

whatever the prices.26 Second, quality and quantity of a good are imperfect substitutes. With perfect
25Functional forms which satisfy these conditions include ϕ (q) = ϕ + q1+δ, ϕ (q) = ϕ exp (δq) and ϕ (q) =

[ϕ/ (qsup − q)]δ for parameters ϕ, δ, qsup > 0 (see Wuergler (2010)).
26Let us abstract from the quality choice for a moment and rewrite the first order condition as: di(j) = 0 if ∂Ui/∂di(j)−
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substitutability between quality and quantity an individual is indifferent between one Ferrari and ten

Volvos, as only the product of quantity and quality enters utility (see e.g. Lancaster (1966)).

A firm chooses its quality levels and prices in order to maximize profits. Since all individuals in

the economy are identical (Ai = A), it supplies one quality level (qi(j) = q(j)). This eliminates the

incentive compatibility constraint, hence a firm only faces the rationality constraints of individuals.

As a firm can increase the price until µq(j) without losing demand it will set the price equal to the

willingness to pay, p(j, q) = µq(j). Profits are given by

π (j) = L [µq(j)− ψ (q (j))]− φN,

if we choose labor as numéraire and set the wage rate equal to variety, w = N . The quality level which

maximizes profits is determined by the first order condition

µ = ψ′ (q) ,

which is unique given strict convexity of costs, and identical across firms. The optimal quality level

is such that the marginal revenue and cost from increasing the quality level are equalized. Intuitively

the quality level supplied by firms is increasing in the willingness to pay per unit of quality and hence

increasing in income.

Free entry leads to zero profits in equilibrium,

L
[
ψ′ (q) q − ψ (q)

]
= φN.

Finally, labor markets clear in equilibrium if aggregate labor demand in manufacturing and setting

up varieties equals aggregate supply of labor,

Lψ (q) +Nφ = AL.

These last two equations determine the variety and quality level in the economy. Since the cost

function ψ (q) is assumed to be sufficiently convex, a unique solution with N > 0 (and q > 0) exists.

As individuals are identical, every individual consumes the entire continuum of varieties in the same

quality. An increase in the population size L raises variety N proportionally while leaving quality

levels unaffected.27 An increase in per capita labor endowment A, on the other hand, raises variety as

1/µi ·p(j) < 0. This representation shows that individuals can choose consumption along the extensive margin as long as
marginal utility is finite as the quantity of a variety approaches zero. With bounded marginal utility the above condition
may be fulfilled for some varieties and individuals, hence there may be a nontrivial extensive margin of consumption.

27Divide both equations by L to see that the ratio of N to L does not depend on L. Combine the two equations to
see that the quality level is independent of L and increases in A, ψ′(q)q = A.
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well as quality.28 In other words, the quality level, which is the same for all varieties, is increasing in A

and independent of L and the variety of goods is increasing in both A and L. While variety increases

proportionately in L it raises disproportionately (more than one to one) in A.29 Thus, if we compare

two closed economies which only differ in A and L, however have the same aggregate labor endowment

AL, the economy with higher per capita labor endowment A and lower population L produces and

consumes more varieties N and all these varieties are of higher quality q.

Appendix D1 shows that when households have quadratic preferences regarding quantities, and

hence also choose along the quantity margin, predictions for relative varieties and qualities when

comparing two closed economies with equal aggregate labor supply but differing populations do not

change.

5.3 Trade Equilibrium

Consider now two such economies, R and P , trading consumer goods with each other. They only differ

in population size, LR and LP , and per capita labor endowment, AR and AP , all other parameters are

identical across the two countries. Suppose that per capita labor endowment is higher in R, AR > AP .

Therefore R denotes the rich country and P the poor country. Note that there is only between country

income inequality, within countries individuals are homogeneous. For simplicity, we assume that there

are no trade costs and firms cannot price discriminate due to the threat of parallel imports. Hence,

wages are the same across countries, wR = wP = N ≡ NR +NP .

A firm faces two types of customers and may choose to produce two different quality levels, qR(j)

and qP (j), one for the rich and one for the poor country. The profit maximization problem for such

a firm is

max
qR(j),qP (j),pR(j),pP (j)

LR [pR(j)− ψ (qR(j))] + LP [pP (j)− ψ (qP (j))]− φN,

subject to the constraints given by the first order conditions of individuals

µRqR(j)− pR(j) ≥ max [0, µRqP (j)− pP (j)] , and µP qP (j)− pP (j) ≥ max [0, µP qR(j)− pR(j)] .

Price setting is constrained by the willingness to pay of the two types of individuals (rationality

constraints), and by incentive compatibility requiring that each type prefers the assigned quality level

since firms cannot price discriminate. Given that individuals in the rich country have a higher labor
28The free entry condition combined with the assumption of q ·ψ′ (q) /ψ (q) being strictly increasing implies that q and

N are positively related (for a given L). If N and q did not (jointly) rise with A, the labor market clearing condition
would be violated.

29To see that the ratio of N to A is increasing in A rewrite the labor market clearing condition to
N

A
=
L

φ

„
1− ψ(q)

A

«
.

The right hand side is increasing in A as
ψ(q)

A
=

„
ψ′(q)q

ψ(q)

«−1

is decreasing in A and smaller than 1 (for sufficiently

large q).
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endowment, their income and willingness to pay for quality is higher in equilibrium, µR > µP . It

may be optimal for a firm to offer its good in a higher quality level in the rich country, qR > qP .

However, the firm cannot fully skim the willingness to pay of rich individuals in this case as they

would prefer the lower quality which would leave them a strictly positive consumer surplus given their

higher willingness to pay. The firm can charge at most qPµP + (qR − qP )µR for the higher quality

while setting the price of the lower quality equal to the willingness to pay in the poor country, qPµP .30

The intuition for optimal prices of firms selling to both countries is as follows. Quality levels until qP

are demanded by both types of customers. As a firm cannot price discriminate it can only charge the

lower willingness to pay per unit of quality (qPµP ). Quality levels from qP until qR are only demanded

by rich individuals. Therefore the firm can charge the full willingness to pay of rich individuals for

these quality levels ((qR − qP )µR). Hence, rich individuals have an ’information rent’ (µR − µP ) per

unit of quality for quality levels up to qP .31

Substituting optimal prices pR(j) and pP (j) simplifies profit maximization to

max
qR(j),qP (j)

LR [qP (j)µP + (qR (j)− qP (j))µR − ψ (qR(j))] + LP [qP (j)µP − ψ (qP (j))]− φN,

with first order conditions

µR = ψ′ (qR) and µP − (µR − µP )LR/LP = ψ′ (qP ) . (7)

While the quality level for individuals in the poor country is set below the level that would prevail in

a closed economy, µP > ψ′ (qP ), there is no distortion at the top. Firms can increase prices for the

higher quality in the rich country by lowering the quality sold in the poor country.32 The firm may

be even better off exclusively selling the higher quality version, not selling in the poor country, and

charging the full willingness to pay in the rich country qRµR. The revenue gain by charging higher

prices for the higher quality version may more than offset the profits lost in the poor country.33 A

firm never exclusively sells in the poor country given the higher willingness to pay in the rich country.

Although firms can differentiate the quality level of their products continuously, a positive measure

of firms exclusively sells to the rich country in any trade equilibrium given AR > AP , while the other

firms sell both to rich and poor individuals. If all firms sold in both countries, rich individuals would

not exhaust their budgets since no firm would charge their full willingness to pay. Individuals in the
30It is a well known result from the monopolistic screening literature, see for example 3.5.1.1 in Tirole (1988), that

the incentive compatibility constraint of the rich and the rationality constraint of the poor will be binding and that the
rationality constraint of the rich and incentive compatibility constraint of the poor will not be binding. See appendix A
in Wuergler (2010) for more details.

31pR(j) = qR(j)µR − qP (j)(µR − µP ) < qR(j)µR
32Increasing the quality level by a small unit, starting at qP , has the familiar implications of µPLP more revenue and

ψ′(qP )LP more costs. However, by increasing qP by a small unit the firm needs to give the information rent (µR − µP )
for one more unit of quality to LR individuals.

33A firm selling exclusively to rich individuals chooses its quality level such that µR = ψ′(qR), as in autarky.
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rich country would have no binding first order condition leading to an infinite willingness to pay which

firms would optimally exploit by exclusively targeting rich individuals.

Given perfect symmetry across varieties, the location of firms exclusively selling to rich individuals

is not determined in the absence of trade costs. We will focus on an equilibrium where these firms

are located in the rich country. Such an equilibrium is intuitive and would occur if we introduced

slight asymmetries such as a home market bias of firms (firms preferring strategies involving the home

market in the case of equal profits) or small fixed export market entry costs.

Free entry leads to zero profits for firms selling to both countries as well as for firms exclusively

selling to the rich country, respectively,

LR [qPµP + (qR − qP )µR − ψ (qR)] + LP [qPµP − ψ (qP )] = φN,

LR [µRqR − ψ (qR)] = φN.
(8)

Labor markets in the poor and rich country clear if

n [LRψ (qR) + LPψ (qP ) +Nφ] = LPAP ,

(1− n) [LRψ (qR) +mLPψ (qP ) +Nφ] = LRAR,
(9)

where n ≡ NP /N , and thus (1− n) = NR/N , and m is the fraction of goods produced in the rich

country which is purchased by poor individuals. All firms sell their products in their market of location.

And all firms in the poor country export to the rich country while only a subset of the firms in the

rich country export to the poor country. Payments are balanced if the value of R’s imports is equal

to the value of P ’s imports.

n [qPµP + (qR − qP )µR]LR = m (1− n) qPµPLP (10)

Note that we can again decompose imports into an extensive, unit value and quantity margin. The

extensive margin is the number of varieties a country imports, EMR = NP and EMP = mNR. By

symmetry of firms the rich country imports all products at price UVR = pR and the poor country

at price UVP = pP . In this model import prices depend on quality and the willingness to pay. As

we do not allow for a quantity choice at the individual level the quantity margin of imports is solely

determined by population size, XR = LR and XP = LP .

The equilibrium is determined by equations (7)-(10). Rich individuals consume all varieties avail-

able in the global economy. Individuals in the poor country consume only a fraction of the varieties,

n+m(1−n) < 1, and purchase these products in a lower quality than individuals in the rich country

given ψ′ (qR) = µR > µP − (µR − µP )LR/LP = ψ′ (qP ) and convexity of costs. Let us character-

ize trade in such an equilibrium generating empirical predictions, and compare them to the ones of
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Krugman (1980).

5.4 Per Capita Income and Imports

Consider first the case of two countries with the same per capita labor endowment (GDP per capita),

AR = AP , and R having a larger population, LR > LP . As all individuals earn the same income, the

willingness to pay is identical across countries, µR = µP . Hence, all individuals consume all available

varieties, m = 1, in the same level of quality qR = qP . The fraction of varieties produced in R is equal

to the fraction of the world population living in R, 1 − n = LR/ (LR + LP ), as can be derived from

the labor market clearing conditions (9) or the trade balance condition (10). The extensive margin of

imports in P is larger than the one in R, (1− n) > n, since more varieties are produced in the country

with the larger population. The quantity margin of imports consequently is smaller in P , LP < LR.

Prices and quality of imports are identical. If per capita labor endowment is the same across countries,

the predicted trade patterns are qualitatively identical to the ones in the Krugman (1980) framework.

The country with the larger population needs to import less varieties but in higher quantities.

If population size is identical across countries, LR = LP , but the rich country has a higher per

capita labor endowment, AR > AP , the results deviate from the Krugman framework. The willingness

to pay and quality purchased in the rich country is higher than in the poor country in equilibrium,

µR > µP and qR > qP . If they were identical, firms would have an incentive to undercut each other

infinitesimally, competing for the individuals in the poor country who can only afford a subset of all

varieties. Therefore, AR > AP implies µR > µP , qR > qP and m < 1. Poor individuals only purchase

a subset of varieties produced in the rich country. The labor market clearing conditions (9) imply

that the rich country produces a larger set of varieties, (1− n) > n, and the trade balance condition

(10) that the poor country imports a larger set of varieties, m (1− n) > n, despite only purchasing a

subset. In line with Krugman, the country with the higher GDP per capita imports a smaller set of

varieties as more varieties are produced domestically if population sizes are identical. In contrast to

Krugman, however, the prices of imports are higher in the country with a higher GDP per capita as

the quality margin of imports is higher.

Finally, consider the most interesting and illustrative case of two countries having the same ag-

gregate labor supply, LRAR = LPAP . If per capita labor endowment is the same across countries,

AR = AP , the two countries are identical, n = (1− n) and m = 1. All individuals have the same

willingness to pay µR = µP and consume all available varieties N in the same level of quality qR = qP .

Both countries import the full set of varieties produced in the other country in the same quality. If per

capita labor endowment is higher in the rich country instead, AR > AP , trade patterns change. Given

that LR < LP , the balance of payments condition (10) no longer holds for n = (1− n), m = 1 and

qR = qP . Poor individuals cannot afford to purchase all goods from the rich country, m < 1. Some
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Figure 1: Illustration of a trade equilibrium with ARLR = APLP and AR > AP , LR < LP
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Varieties j ∈ [0, NP ] (j ∈ (NP , NP + mNR]) are produced in P (R) by firms selling to both types of customers

and varieties j ∈ (NP +mNR, N ] are produced in R by firms exclusively selling to rich individuals. NR > NP and

mNR < NP . While rich individuals consume all varieties N poor individuals purchase only the subset NP +mNR <

N . Rich individuals buy all varieties in quality qR, the respective prices are pR and pexclR . All varieties purchased

by poor individuals are in quality qP , the price is pP . qR > qP and pexclR > pR > pP .

firms produce exclusively for the rich country which implies µR > µP in equilibrium. As a result, the

quality purchased in the rich country is higher than in the poor country, qR > qP . The labor market

clearing conditions (9) imply m (1− n) < n < 1−n. The poor country imports less varieties than the

rich.

Despite of two countries having the same aggregate GDP, their margins of imports differ if GDP

per capita differ. The extensive margin of imports in the richer country is higher while the intensive

margin is lower. The intensive margin can be decomposed into price and quantity. While prices of

imports in the country with higher GDP per capita are higher, (aggregate) quantities are lower. The

higher prices of imports are driven by the higher quality margin of imports in the richer country. As

there is no quantity choice at the individual level the quantity margin of imports is solely determined by

population size and hence lower in the richer country. See figure 1 for an overview of the results. These

predictions differ markedly from the one of Krugman where the various margins of imports would be

the same across the two countries (see appendix C). If individuals have homothetic preferences, only

aggregate GDP matters for the extensive and intensive margin. Furthermore, qualities and prices of

imports do not depend on GDP per capita if continuous qualities are introduced in the Krugman

framework as opposed to the present framework.

Let us briefly summarize the main theoretical results. In our model it matters for the margins

of imports how aggregate income is divided into per capita income and population. If individuals

buy only one unit of a variety or do not buy it at all, the quality and variety demanded depends on
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their incomes. For two countries with equal GDP and integrated goods markets the set of varieties

imported is larger in the country with higher per capita income, while the intensive margin is lower

(given balanced payments). The qualities and consequently prices of imports are higher in the richer

country, while quantities imported are lower. Hence, the extensive and quality (price) margin of

imports are increasing in per capita income for a given level of aggregate income. The analysis in the

previous section shows robust evidence for these two relationships.

In appendix D2 we conjecture, without solving the model in detail, that the relative margins of

imports of two countries with equal aggregate labor supply but differing population sizes are unchanged

if households have quadratic preferences regarding quantities, and hence also choose along the quantity

margin.

6 Conclusion

In this paper we analyze how the division of aggregate income into per capita income and population

affects the margins of imports. In prominent trade theories with homothetic preferences imports only

depend on aggregate income. How the latter is divided into per capita income and population does

not play a role.

The general message of our empirical section is that besides aggregate income there is a separate

role for per capita income to determine imports. Hence, when we compare two countries with equal

GDP but differing population sizes, and hence diverse GDP per capita, on average, these two countries

have different patterns of imports. We find a robust positive relationship between importer GDP per

capita and both, the extensive and the quality margin of imports, conditional on GDP. We document

this association for aggregate as well as disaggregate trade flows, hence also when exploiting within

product variation. Moreover, we analyze bilateral trade flows and control for exporter specific effects

to show that our results on multilateral imports are not driven by the composition of source countries

and their characteristics. The quantity margin is increasing in per capita income at the disaggregate

level. However, as rich countries import in many categories with typically low quantities, the positive

association between the quantity margin and the per capita income disappears at the aggregate level.

To show a potential mechanism through which the empirical regularity of richer countries having

higher extensive and quality margins of imports may arise, we sketch a model featuring non-homothetic

preferences. We extend Krugman’s (1980) variety model with vertical quality differentiation and non-

homothetic consumer behavior. Individuals consume either zero or one unit of each product variety,

choosing a quality level if consuming the variety. We show that, despite firms’ ability to differentiate

quality continuously, poorer individuals not only consume lower quality levels, but also a narrower set

of varieties. As a result, poorer countries import a smaller set of varieties and lower quality versions

than richer countries, which is consistent with the data.
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This study could be extended in several directions. First, various extensions of the model (e.g.

trade costs) would show whether our predictions on import margins are robust. Moreover, a more

detailed analysis of the quantity choice would be helpful for the interpretation of our empirical results.

Second, both the empirical and the theoretical part could be extended to a North-South setting to

analyze how the margins differ if two rich countries, two poor countries or a rich and a poor country

trade. Third, the analysis could be extended to within country inequality. With disaggregate trade

data, one can analyze first and second moments of import margins.
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Appendix

A. Simplified version of the semi-parametric analog of Heckman’s two-step estimator

proposed by Stephen Cosslett The advantage of the estimation procedure proposed in Cosslett

(1991) over Heckman’s (1979) two-step estimator is the very flexible specification of the selection

correction function and that there is no need to make any distributional assumptions about the error

terms. The binary response model, the first stage, is estimated with the nonparametric maximum

likelihood estimator which is derived in Cosslett (1983). The estimator F̂ (·) of the marginal cumulative

density function of the selection error is a step function, it is constant on a finite number J of intervals.

In the second stage the selection correction function is approximated by a piecewise constant function

on those intervals. As the second stage is linear it can be estimated with OLS. It is shown in Cosslett

(1991) that both the estimator of the first and second stage are consistent. We simplify the procedure

by specifying the first stage as a linear probability model. Equation (11) is the first stage and is

equivalent to (2). The resulting predicted probabilities w′ciθ̂ are ranked and assigned into J bins with

equal number of observations. The bins are denoted with Ij , where j = 1, . . . , J . They approximate

the selection correction function with a step function, hence nonparametrically and in a flexible way.

Regression equation (12) is the second stage and nests (3). It additionally controls for selection

with a set of indicator variables representing the J bins. In other words, compared to the baseline

specification the second stage additionally controls for the probability of a positive import flow by

allowing bin-specific intercepts. λ̂j is an estimate for the intercept of bin j.

1ci = α+ β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + rciχ+Ai + εci

≡ w′ciθ + εci (11)

ln(Yci) = α+ β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + rciχ+Ai

+
J∑
j=1

λj · 1(w′ciθ̂ ∈ Ij) + uci, Y ∈ {UV,X, V } (12)

It is straightforward to adjust equations (11) and (12) to account for zeros in bilateral imports.34

Note, that although we do not use an exclusion restriction the identification of β2 does not stem from

a specific functional form of the selection function as the latter is nonparametric.

34

1(Vnc > 0) = β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + rcχ+An + τ ′ncκ+ εnc ≡ w′ncθ + εnc

ln(Ync) = β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ + rcχ+An + τ ′ncκ+

JX
j=1

λj · 1(w′ncθ̂ ∈ Ij) + unc

1nci = β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ +An +Ai + τ ′ncκ+ εnci ≡ w′nciθ + εnci

ln(Ynci) = β1ln(GDPc) + β2ln(GDPpcc) + x′cγ + τ ′cδ +An +Ai + τ ′ncκ+

JX
j=1

λj · 1(w′nciθ̂ ∈ Ij) + unci
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B1. Figures

Figure 2: GDP per capita and the three margins of aggregate multilateral imports (Yc)

(a) The extensive margin of imports (EMc)
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(b) The quality margin of imports (UVc)
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(c) The quantity margin of imports (Xc)
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B2. Tables

Table 1: Examples of product categories in the 6-digit Harmonized System classification

HS 6-digit code Name

080130 Cashew nuts, fresh or dried
200970 Apple juice not fermented or spirited
220300 Beer made from malt
220830 Whiskies
490191 Dictionaries and encyclopedias
660110 Garden and similar umbrellas
821191 Table knives
841821 Refrigerators, household compression type
842211 Dish washing machines (domestic)
851650 Microwave ovens
870321 Automobiles, spark ignition engine of < 1000 cc
870322 Automobiles, spark ignition engine of 1000-1500 cc
870323 Automobiles, spark ignition engine of 1500-3000 cc
870324 Automobiles, spark ignition engine of > 3000 cc
900410 Sunglasses
900640 Instant print cameras
950310 Electric trains, train sets, etc

Notes: The examples are taken from the 1992 version of the 6-digit Harmonized
System classification.

Table 2: Regions

Name # countries GDP per capita

mean min max sd

North America, Australia, New Zealand 4 35137 25397 42682 7170
Europe & Central Asia 25 25640 4729 48391 11971
Middle East & North Africa 16 15084 1117 51343 14513
East Asia & Pacific 14 14353 2206 44599 15261
Latin America & Caribbean 22 9235 1581 25895 5638
South Asia 6 3082 753 6050 1839
Sub-Saharan Africa 36 2665 386 20008 3539

All countries 123 12532 386 51343 13329

GDP per capita is PPP converted, in I$, in 2005 constant prices
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Table 3: List of countries

Name ISO3 Name ISO3 Name ISO3

Afghanistan AFG Ghana GHA Nigeria NGA
Albania ALB Greece GRC Norway NOR
Algeria DZA Guatemala GTM Oman OMN
Angola AGO Guinea GIN Pakistan PAK
Argentina ARG Guinea-Bissau GNB Panama PAN
Australia AUS Haiti HTI Papua N.Guinea PNG
Austria AUT Honduras HND Paraguay PRY
Bangladesh BGD Hong Kong HKG Peru PER
Belgium-Lux. BEL Hungary HUN Philippines PHL
Benin BEN India IND Poland POL
Bolivia BOL Indonesia IDN Portugal PRT
Brazil BRA Iran IRN Romania ROM
Bulgaria BGR Iraq IRQ Rwanda RWA
Burkina Faso BFA Ireland IRL Saudi Arabia SAU
Burundi BDI Israel ISR Senegal SEN
Cambodia KHM Italy ITA Sierra Leone SLE
Cameroon CMR Jamaica JAM Singapore SGP
Canada CAN Japan JPN Somalia SOM
Central Afr. Rep. CAF Jordan JOR South Africa ZAF
Chad TCD Kenya KEN Spain ESP
Chile CHL Korea Rp (South) KOR Sri Lanka LKA
China CHN Kuwait KWT Sudan SDN
Colombia COL Laos P.Dem.R LAO Sweden SWE
Congo COG Lebanon LBN Switzerland CHE
Costa Rica CRI Liberia LBR Syrn Arab Rp SYR
Cote D’Ivoire CIV Liby Arab Jm LBY Thailand THA
Cuba CUB Madagascar MDG Togo TGO
Denmark DNK Malawi MWI Trinidad-Tobago TTO
Dominican Rp DOM Malaysia MYS Tunisia TUN
Ecuador ECU Mali MLI Turkey TUR
Egypt EGY Mauritania MRT Uganda UGA
El Salvador SLV Mauritius MUS United Kingdom GBR
Ethiopia ETH Mexico MEX Untd Arab Em ARE
Finland FIN Mongolia MNG Untd Rp Tanzania TZA
Fm Czechoslovakia CZE Morocco MAR Uruguay URY
Fm Ussr SUN Mozambique MOZ USA USA
Fm Yugoslavia YUG Nepal NPL Venezuela VEN
France FRA Netherlands NLD Vietnam VNM
Gabon GAB New Zealand NZL Yemen YEM
Gambia GMB Nicaragua NIC Zambia ZMB
Germany GER Niger NER Zimbabwe ZWE
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Table 4: Summary Statistics

Variable mean std. dev. min. max. N

Vc 0.009 0.025 0 0.222 123
EMc 0.632 0.217 0.196 0.953 123
UVc 0.961 0.178 0.529 1.511 123
Xc 0.009 0.023 0 0.208 123
ln(Vc) -6.459 1.885 -10.408 -1.506 123
ln(EMc) -0.528 0.393 -1.631 -0.048 123
ln(UVc) -0.057 0.191 -0.636 0.413 123
ln(Xc) -5.874 1.426 -8.904 -1.569 123

Vci 4631.781 63842.182 2 15299381 123367
1ci 0.794 0.404 0 1 155349
UVci 89.646 1139.732 0.065 88421 123367
Xci 1182.525 14178.331 0 2785029 123367
ln(Vci) 5.296 2.442 0.693 16.543 123367
ln(UVci) 2.217 1.585 -2.733 11.39 123367
ln(Xci) 3.079 2.952 -8.57 14.84 123367

Vnc 0.017 0.147 0 8.293 9585
EMnc 0.405 0.311 0 0.999 9585
UVnc 1.223 0.955 0.023 50.361 9585
Xnc 0.286 6.999 0 582.346 9585
ln(Vnc) -7.079 2.644 -16.047 2.115 9585
ln(EMnc) -1.604 1.711 -13.453 -0.001 9585
ln(UVnc) 0.079 0.47 -3.786 3.919 9585
ln(Xnc) -5.555 2.39 -13.799 6.367 9585

Vnci 2034.493 50590.282 2 30286088 1319315
1nci 0.07 0.254 0 1 18952578
UVnci 92.205 1335.748 0.045 140781 1319315
Xnci 425.392 7776.452 0 2785028 1319315
ln(Vnci) 4.064 2.281 0.693 17.226 1319315
ln(UVnci) 2.497 1.595 -3.096 11.855 1319315
ln(Xnci) 1.566 2.848 -8.727 14.84 1319315

GDP (in million) 552490 1616361 1232 13027462 123
GDP per capita 12532 13329 386 51343 123
ln(GDP (in million)) 11.547 1.843 7.117 16.383 123
ln(GDP per capita) 8.769 1.256 5.955 10.846 123

Note GDP data is PPP converted, real, in 2005 constant prices, and measured in I$.
All variables are reported for year 2007.
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Table 5: Effect of GDP per capita on aggregate multilateral import margins Yc

(a) Normalized aggregate multilateral import margins (Yc)

ln(EMc) ln(UVc) ln(Xc) ln(Vc)

Mean -0.528 -0.057 -5.874 -6.459
Standard deviation 0.393 0.191 1.426 1.885

ln(GDPc) 0.085??? 0.017 0.452??? 0.555???

(0.024) (0.013) (0.064) (0.062)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.101??? 0.069??? 0.120 0.289??

(0.026) (0.021) (0.112) (0.114)

# observations 123 123 123 123
# regressors 20 20 20 20
Adjusted R2 0.819 0.605 0.857 0.911

(b) Unnormalized aggregate multilateral import margins (Ỹc)

ln(ẼM c) ln(ŨV c) ln(X̃c) ln(Ṽc)

Mean 5.612 2.004 4.730 12.345
Standard deviation 0.839 0.691 0.944 1.904

ln(GDPc) 0.126??? 0.139??? 0.235??? 0.500???

(0.038) (0.047) (0.083) (0.061)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.264??? 0.246??? -0.128 0.382???

(0.054) (0.083) (0.126) (0.136)

# observations 123 123 123 123
# regressors 20 20 20 20
Adjusted R2 0.841 0.598 0.450 0.882

(c) Straightforward aggregate multilateral import margins (Y̆c)

ln( ˘EM c) ln(ŬV c) ln(X̆c) ln(V̆c)

Mean 6.879 1.891 6.400 15.169
Standard deviation 0.275 0.680 1.334 1.941

ln(GDPc) 0.060??? 0.131??? 0.377??? 0.568???

(0.017) (0.045) (0.074) (0.061)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.076??? 0.251??? 0.012 0.339???

(0.023) (0.081) (0.109) (0.115)

# observations 123 123 123 123
# regressors 20 20 20 20
Adjusted R2 0.680 0.619 0.782 0.916

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively.
HC3 standard errors are given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and
Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North
Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP).
Controls τc: dummies for island, landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor
countries, # of countries with common language, average distance to all other countries.
Control rc: remoteness index (rc =

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vn

v ). Sample: countries with popu-
lation > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer goods. Year=2007.
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Table 6: Yc – Controls

(a) Extensive Margin EMc

ln(GDPc) 0.079??? 0.084??? 0.087??? 0.085???

(0.010) (0.012) (0.022) (0.024)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.185??? 0.122??? 0.100??? 0.101???

(0.014) (0.020) (0.026) (0.026)
xc ? No Yes Yes Yes
τc ? No No Yes Yes
rc ? No No No Yes

# observations 123 123 123 123
# regressors 3 11 19 20
Adjusted R2 0.780 0.806 0.820 0.819

(b) Quality Margin UVc

ln(GDPc) 0.032??? 0.014? 0.016 0.017
(0.008) (0.008) (0.013) (0.013)

ln(GDPpcc) 0.075??? 0.060??? 0.070??? 0.069???

(0.013) (0.017) (0.021) (0.021)
xc ? No Yes Yes Yes
τc ? No No Yes Yes
rc ? No No No Yes

# observations 123 123 123 123
# regressors 3 11 19 20
Adjusted R2 0.542 0.611 0.607 0.605

(c) Quantity Margin Xc

ln(GDPc) 0.467??? 0.465??? 0.443??? 0.452???

(0.059) (0.047) (0.062) (0.064)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.396??? 0.108 0.128 0.120

(0.079) (0.104) (0.111) (0.112)
xc ? No Yes Yes Yes
τc ? No No Yes Yes
rc ? No No No Yes

# observations 123 123 123 123
# regressors 3 11 19 20
Adjusted R2 0.770 0.844 0.855 0.857

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and

10% level, respectively. HC3 standard errors are given in parenthe-

ses. xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Cen-

tral Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North

Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), belonging

to OECD, ln(PPP). τc: dummies for island, landlocked, WTO, # of

FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, # of countries with com-

mon language, average distance to all other countries. rc: remote-

ness index (rc =
P
n∈N−c

distancenc · vn
v

). The dependent variables

are normalized multilateral import margins. Sample: countries with

population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer goods.

Year=2007.
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Table 7: Yc – Years

year ln(EMc) ln(UVc) ln(Xc) ln(Vc)

1995 ln(GDPc) 0.100??? 0.015 0.400??? 0.515???

(0.018) (0.011) (0.075) (0.074)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.161??? 0.065??? 0.203? 0.429???

(0.024) (0.017) (0.115) (0.124)

1996 ln(GDPc) 0.097??? 0.011 0.397??? 0.506???

(0.020) (0.014) (0.072) (0.069)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.170??? 0.069??? 0.190 0.429???

(0.026) (0.023) (0.116) (0.122)

1997 ln(GDPc) 0.095??? 0.028?? 0.408??? 0.531???

(0.022) (0.013) (0.075) (0.071)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.183??? 0.066??? 0.206? 0.455???

(0.028) (0.022) (0.119) (0.120)

1998 ln(GDPc) 0.104??? 0.027?? 0.385??? 0.516???

(0.024) (0.013) (0.073) (0.072)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.157??? 0.070??? 0.195 0.422???

(0.027) (0.020) (0.123) (0.127)

1999 ln(GDPc) 0.099??? 0.033??? 0.385??? 0.517???

(0.023) (0.011) (0.064) (0.062)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.153??? 0.068??? 0.153 0.374???

(0.027) (0.021) (0.118) (0.121)

2000 ln(GDPc) 0.106??? 0.024? 0.414??? 0.543???

(0.026) (0.013) (0.073) (0.067)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.163??? 0.079??? 0.135 0.377???

(0.028) (0.023) (0.113) (0.122)

2001 ln(GDPc) 0.111??? 0.038??? 0.419??? 0.567???

(0.027) (0.014) (0.074) (0.069)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.152??? 0.079??? 0.157 0.388???

(0.031) (0.023) (0.117) (0.122)

2002 ln(GDPc) 0.099??? 0.038?? 0.396??? 0.532???

(0.022) (0.016) (0.075) (0.069)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.140??? 0.080??? 0.192? 0.412???

(0.027) (0.023) (0.114) (0.120)

2003 ln(GDPc) 0.092??? 0.030?? 0.419??? 0.541???

(0.024) (0.014) (0.072) (0.069)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.131??? 0.084??? 0.118 0.334??

(0.031) (0.020) (0.128) (0.134)

2004 ln(GDPc) 0.082??? 0.037??? 0.408??? 0.528???

(0.023) (0.011) (0.069) (0.065)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.132??? 0.069??? 0.106 0.307??

(0.028) (0.019) (0.121) (0.124)

2005 ln(GDPc) 0.087??? 0.021? 0.428??? 0.536???

(0.023) (0.011) (0.067) (0.063)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.129??? 0.054??? 0.140 0.323???

(0.028) (0.016) (0.116) (0.115)

2006 ln(GDPc) 0.086??? 0.010 0.443??? 0.538???

(0.022) (0.010) (0.068) (0.067)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.112??? 0.064??? 0.141 0.317???

(0.026) (0.017) (0.116) (0.117)

2007 ln(GDPc) 0.085??? 0.017 0.452??? 0.555???

(0.024) (0.013) (0.064) (0.062)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.101??? 0.069??? 0.120 0.289??

(0.026) (0.021) (0.112) (0.114)

Notes: This table shows the coefficient and standard error (HC3, in parentheses) of ln(GDP ) and ln(GDPpc) resulting from
estimation of equation (1) for each year between 1995 and 2007. ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10%
level, respectively. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean,
Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc:
dummies for island, landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, # of countries with common language,
average distance to all other countries. Control rc: remoteness index (rc =

P
n∈N−c

distancenc · vn
v

). The dependent variables

are normalized aggregate multilateral import margins. Sample: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include
consumer goods.
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Table 8: Yc – Pooled cross section

ln(EMct) ln(UVct) ln(Xct) ln(Vct)

Mean -0.644 -0.071 -5.883 -6.598
Standard deviation 0.465 0.189 1.415 1.901

ln(GDPct) 0.097??? 0.024??? 0.407??? 0.528???

(0.016) (0.007) (0.049) (0.048)
ln(GDPpcct) 0.144??? 0.070??? 0.161? 0.376???

(0.019) (0.013) (0.092) (0.095)

# observations 1,599 1,599 1,599 1,599
# regressors 32 32 32 32
Adjusted R2 0.822 0.591 0.854 0.912

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10%
level, respectively. Robust standard errors (clustered by importer) are
given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pa-
cific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle
East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North Amer-
ica), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island,
landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, #
of countries with common language, average distance to all other coun-
tries. Control rc: remoteness index (rc =

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vn

v ). Year
fixed effects. The dependent variables are normalized aggregate multi-
lateral import margins. Sample: countries with population > 1 million,
HS6 codes which include consumer goods. 1995-2007.
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Table 9: Effect of GDP per capita on disaggregate multilateral import margins Yci

(a) Unnormalized disaggregate multilateral import margins (1ci, Yci)

1ci ln(UVci) ln(Xci) ln(Vci)

Mean 0.794 2.217 3.079 5.296
Standard deviation 0.404 1.585 2.952 2.442

ln(GDPc) 0.044??? -0.002 0.466??? 0.463???

(0.008) (0.012) (0.047) (0.045)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.049??? 0.085??? 0.328??? 0.413???

(0.011) (0.020) (0.088) (0.084)

# observations 155,349 123,367 123,367 123,367
# regressors 1282 1276 1276 1276
Adjusted R2 0.411 0.841 0.665 0.609

(b) Straightforward disaggregate multilateral import margins (Y̆ci)

ln(ŬV ci) ln(X̆ci) ln(V̆ci)

Mean 2.088 4.280 6.368
Standard deviation 1.554 3.235 2.812

ln(GDPc) -0.016 0.568??? 0.552???

(0.013) (0.055) (0.052)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.084??? 0.451??? 0.535???

(0.022) (0.102) (0.095)

# observations 123,367 123,367 123,367
# regressors 1276 1276 1276
Adjusted R2 0.834 0.712 0.693

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10%
level, respectively. Robust (clustered by importer) standard errors are given
in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Eu-
rope and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and
North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), belonging
to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island, landlocked, WTO, #
of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, # of countries with common
language, average distance to all other countries. Control rci: remoteness in-
dex (rci = 1P

n∈N 1(vni>0)

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vni

vi
). HS6 fixed effects. Sam-

ple: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer
goods. Year=2007.
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Table 10: Yci – By OECD and nonOECD importers

1ci ln(UVci) ln(Xci) ln(Vci)

nonOECD OECD nonOECD OECD nonOECD OECD nonOECD OECD

Mean 0.749 0.956 2.132 2.457 2.510 4.662 4.642 7.119
St. dev. 0.434 0.206 1.588 1.551 2.797 2.793 2.170 2.223

ln(GDPc) 0.052??? 0.016??? 0.010 -0.033?? 0.336??? 0.891??? 0.346??? 0.858???

(0.009) (0.002) (0.014) (0.013) (0.046) (0.097) (0.044) (0.088)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.045??? 0.021??? 0.068??? 0.205??? 0.386??? 0.450??? 0.454??? 0.655???

(0.013) (0.003) (0.021) (0.025) (0.098) (0.121) (0.094) (0.121)

# obs. 121,248 34,101 90,779 32,591 90,779 32,591 90,779 32,591
# regressors 1282 1282 1279 1275 1279 1275 1279 1275
Adjusted R2 0.416 0.551 0.820 0.921 0.616 0.785 0.500 0.711

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Robust (clustered by
importer) standard errors are given in parentheses. There are 27 OECD countries and 96 nonOECD countries
in my sample. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America
and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), ln(PPP).
Controls τc: dummies for island, landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, # of
countries with common language, average distance to all other countries. Control rci: remoteness index (rci =

1P
n∈N 1(vni>0)

P
n∈N−c

distancenc · vni
vi

). HS6 fixed effects. Sample: countries with population > 1 million, HS6

codes which include consumer goods. Year=2007.
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Table 11: Yci – Different Types of Goods

(a) Differentiated versus non-differentiated goods

differentiated goods non-differentiated goods

1ci ln(UVci) ln(Xci) ln(Vci) 1ci ln(UVci) ln(Xci) ln(Vci)

Mean 0.797 2.308 2.982 5.290 0.775 1.504 3.839 5.342
Standard deviation 0.403 1.521 2.908 2.437 0.418 1.870 3.180 2.479

ln(GDP) 0.045??? -0.000 0.466??? 0.466??? 0.043??? -0.017 0.461??? 0.444???

(0.008) (0.012) (0.048) (0.045) (0.009) (0.011) (0.050) (0.048)
ln(GDPpc) 0.047??? 0.082??? 0.342??? 0.424??? 0.061??? 0.108??? 0.221?? 0.328???

(0.011) (0.021) (0.090) (0.085) (0.014) (0.020) (0.086) (0.084)

# observations 137,391 109,451 109,451 109,451 17,958 13,919 13,919 13,919
# regressors 1138 1135 1135 1135 167 167 167 167
Adjusted R2 0.417 0.826 0.668 0.625 0.374 0.895 0.635 0.503

(b) Durable versus non-durable goods

durable goods non-durable goods

1ci ln(UVci) ln(Xci) ln(Vci) 1ci ln(UVci) ln(Xci) ln(Vci)

Mean 0.819 2.900 2.311 5.211 0.778 1.577 3.800 5.376
Standard deviation 0.385 1.434 2.824 2.438 0.416 1.446 2.888 2.443

ln(GDP) 0.052??? -0.003 0.513??? 0.510??? 0.038??? -0.001 0.421??? 0.419???

(0.008) (0.014) (0.048) (0.045) (0.008) (0.011) (0.050) (0.047)
ln(GDPpc) 0.045??? 0.068??? 0.391??? 0.459??? 0.053??? 0.103??? 0.268??? 0.370???

(0.012) (0.024) (0.103) (0.097) (0.012) (0.019) (0.082) (0.079)

# observations 72,939 59,728 59,728 59,728 81,795 63,632 63,632 63,632
# regressors 614 614 614 614 686 686 686 686
Adjusted R2 0.403 0.798 0.677 0.652 0.405 0.818 0.616 0.572

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Robust (clustered
by importer) standard errors are given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific,
Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-
Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island, landlocked,
WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, # of countries with common language, average
distance to all other countries. Control rci: remoteness index (rci = 1P

n∈N 1(vni>0)

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vni

vi
).

HS6 fixed effects. Sample: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer goods.
Year=2007.
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Table 12: Yci – By industries

(a) Extensive margin, 1ci

SITC=0 SITC=1 SITC=2 SITC=4 SITC=5 SITC=6 SITC=7 SITC=8

Mean 0.722 0.871 0.685 0.963 0.953 0.837 0.856 0.808
Standard deviation 0.448 0.336 0.465 0.188 0.211 0.369 0.351 0.394

ln(GDP) 0.034??? 0.018??? 0.104??? 0.017 0.019??? 0.045??? 0.040??? 0.056???

(0.009) (0.006) (0.019) (0.011) (0.005) (0.008) (0.006) (0.009)
ln(GDPpc) 0.067??? 0.019?? 0.085??? 0.025 0.014? 0.041??? 0.017? 0.047???

(0.014) (0.009) (0.028) (0.016) (0.008) (0.012) (0.010) (0.014)

# observations 48,831 2,829 615 246 6,150 20,418 10,578 65,313
# regressors 418 44 26 23 71 187 107 552
Adjusted R2 0.427 0.465 0.449 0.150 0.228 0.400 0.490 0.394

(b) Unit value margin, ln(UVci)

SITC=0 SITC=1 SITC=2 SITC=4 SITC=5 SITC=6 SITC=7 SITC=8

Mean 0.851 1.255 1.494 1.357 2.235 1.942 2.572 3.202
Standard deviation 1.023 1.401 0.664 0.396 1.557 0.936 0.975 1.421

ln(GDP) -0.000 0.015 -0.001 0.042 0.041??? -0.013 -0.005 -0.004
(0.014) (0.023) (0.038) (0.033) (0.014) (0.014) (0.015) (0.015)

ln(GDPpc) 0.112??? 0.041 0.056 0.075 0.117??? 0.096??? 0.071?? 0.064??

(0.021) (0.038) (0.050) (0.046) (0.024) (0.022) (0.028) (0.026)

# observations 35,280 2,463 421 237 5,862 17,097 9,051 52,783
# regressors 416 43 26 23 71 187 107 552
Adjusted R2 0.669 0.805 0.206 0.183 0.863 0.543 0.657 0.781

(c) Quantity value margin, ln(Xci)

SITC=0 SITC=1 SITC=2 SITC=4 SITC=5 SITC=6 SITC=7 SITC=8

Mean 4.507 4.938 3.452 4.806 3.961 2.957 3.608 1.890
Standard deviation 2.754 2.906 2.619 2.344 2.499 2.373 2.856 2.785

ln(GDP) 0.369??? 0.418??? 0.394??? 0.685??? 0.415??? 0.485??? 0.556??? 0.516???

(0.061) (0.060) (0.131) (0.118) (0.046) (0.046) (0.050) (0.050)
ln(GDPpc) 0.307??? 0.263?? 0.615??? 0.405?? 0.116 0.264??? 0.348??? 0.389???

(0.088) (0.121) (0.196) (0.173) (0.079) (0.084) (0.091) (0.113)

# observations 35,280 2,463 421 237 5,862 17,097 9,051 52,783
# regressors 416 43 26 23 71 187 107 552
Adjusted R2 0.514 0.596 0.579 0.661 0.681 0.571 0.695 0.661

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Robust (clustered
by importer) standard errors are given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific,
Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-
Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island, landlocked,
WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, # of countries with common language, average
distance to all other countries. Control rci: remoteness index (rci = 1P

n∈N 1(vni>0)

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vni

vi
).

HS6 fixed effects. Sample: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer goods.
Year=2007.
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Table 13: Yci – Controls

(a) Extensive Margin 1ci

ln(GDPc) 0.043??? 0.043??? 0.045??? 0.044??? 0.044???

(0.005) (0.005) (0.005) (0.008) (0.008)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.070??? 0.070??? 0.056??? 0.049??? 0.049???

(0.007) (0.007) (0.010) (0.011) (0.011)
HS6 Fixed Effects? No Yes Yes Yes Yes
xc? No No Yes Yes Yes
τc? No No No Yes Yes
rci? No No No No Yes

# observations 155,349 155,349 155,349 155,349 155,349
# regressors 3 1265 1273 1281 1282
Adjusted R2 0.141 0.399 0.404 0.411 0.411

(b) Quality Margin UVci

ln(GDPc) 0.035??? 0.015 -0.002 -0.002 -0.002 0.003
(0.010) (0.010) (0.010) (0.012) (0.012) (0.011)

ln(GDPpcc) 0.106??? 0.093??? 0.082??? 0.085??? 0.085??? 0.086???

(0.018) (0.018) (0.018) (0.020) (0.020) (0.019)
HS6 Fixed Effects? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
xc? No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
τc? No No No Yes Yes Yes
rci? No No No No Yes Yes
xnci

? No No No No No Yes

# observations 123,367 123,367 123,367 123,367 123,367 123,367
# regressors 3 1259 1267 1275 1276 1283
Adjusted R2 0.012 0.837 0.840 0.841 0.841 0.845

(c) Quantity Margin Xci

ln(GDPc) 0.383??? 0.462??? 0.452??? 0.464??? 0.466??? 0.329???

(0.056) (0.056) (0.043) (0.047) (0.047) (0.036)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.513??? 0.613??? 0.331??? 0.332??? 0.328??? 0.182???

(0.070) (0.071) (0.091) (0.088) (0.088) (0.067)
HS6 Fixed Effects? No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
xc? No No Yes Yes Yes Yes
τc? No No No Yes Yes Yes
rci? No No No No Yes Yes
xnci

? No No No No No Yes

# observations 123,367 123,367 123,367 123,367 123,367 123,367
# regressors 3 1259 1267 1275 1276 1283
Adjusted R2 0.155 0.647 0.660 0.664 0.665 0.697

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Ro-

bust (clustered by importer) standard errors are given in parentheses. xc: region dummies (East

Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and

North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP).

τc: dummies for island, landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, #

of countries with common language, average distance to all other countries. rci: remoteness in-

dex (rci = 1P
n∈N 1(vni>0)

P
n∈N−c

distancenc · vni
vi

). xnci : source country region dummies which

indicate whether c imports in category i from region 1, 2, . . . , 7. The dependent variables are unnor-

malized disaggregate multilateral import margins. Sample: countries with population > 1 million,

HS6 codes which include consumer goods. Year=2007.
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Table 14: Yci – Years

year 1ci ln(UVci) ln(Xci) ln(Vci)

1995 ln(GDPc) 0.047??? 0.014 0.398??? 0.413???

(0.008) (0.012) (0.061) (0.056)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.076??? 0.054??? 0.488??? 0.542???

(0.011) (0.020) (0.114) (0.106)

1998 ln(GDPc) 0.047??? 0.008 0.431??? 0.440???

(0.009) (0.010) (0.054) (0.050)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.072??? 0.062??? 0.444??? 0.507???

(0.011) (0.019) (0.116) (0.107)

2001 ln(GDPc) 0.053??? 0.013 0.444??? 0.458???

(0.008) (0.011) (0.060) (0.055)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.059??? 0.090??? 0.367??? 0.457???

(0.011) (0.018) (0.106) (0.104)

2004 ln(GDPc) 0.043??? 0.015 0.433??? 0.448???

(0.008) (0.010) (0.052) (0.049)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.059??? 0.068??? 0.372??? 0.440???

(0.013) (0.019) (0.097) (0.094)

2007 ln(GDPc) 0.044??? -0.002 0.466??? 0.463???

(0.008) (0.012) (0.047) (0.045)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.049??? 0.085??? 0.328??? 0.413???

(0.011) (0.020) (0.088) (0.084)

Notes: This table shows the coefficient and standard error (clustered
by importer, in parentheses) of ln(GDP ) and ln(GDPpc) resulting
from estimation of equations (2) and (3) for every third year be-
tween 1995 and 2007. ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the
1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Controls xc: region dummies
(East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and
Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan
Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc:
dummies for island, landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, #
of neighbor countries, # of countries with common language, av-
erage distance to all other countries. Control rci: remoteness index
(rci = 1P

n∈N 1(vni>0)

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vni

vi
). HS6 fixed effects. The

dependent variables are unnormalized disaggregate multilateral im-
port margins. Sample: countries with population > 1 million, HS6
codes which include consumer goods.
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Table 15: Yci – Pooled cross section

1cit ln(UVcit) ln(Xcit) ln(Vcit)

Mean 0.741 2.064 2.813 4.877
Standard deviation 0.438 1.516 2.871 2.361

ln(GDPct) 0.048??? 0.005 0.433??? 0.438???

(0.007) (0.008) (0.051) (0.048)
ln(GDPpcct) 0.065??? 0.079??? 0.389??? 0.468???

(0.010) (0.016) (0.102) (0.096)

# observations 2019537 1496832 1496832 1496832
# regressors 1294 1294 1294 1294
Adjusted R2 0.414 0.798 0.636 0.585

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10%
level, respectively. Robust standard errors (clustered by importer) are
given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pa-
cific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle
East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North Amer-
ica), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island,
landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, # of
countries with common language, average distance to all other countries.
Control rci: remoteness index (rci = 1P

n∈N 1(vni>0)

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc ·
vni

vi
). HS6 and year fixed effects. The dependent variables are unnor-

malized disaggregate multilateral import margins. Sample: countries
with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer goods.
1995-2007.
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Table 16: Yci – Higher levels of aggregation

digits 1ci ln(UVci) ln(Xci) ln(Vci)

HS6 ln(GDPc) 0.044??? -0.002 0.466??? 0.463???

(0.008) (0.012) (0.047) (0.045)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.049??? 0.085??? 0.328??? 0.413???

(0.011) (0.020) (0.088) (0.084)

# observations 155,349 123,367 123,367 123,367
# regressors 1282 1276 1276 1276
Adjusted R2 0.411 0.841 0.665 0.609

HS4 ln(GDPc) 0.020??? -0.004 0.485??? 0.481???

(0.005) (0.013) (0.047) (0.045)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.023??? 0.087??? 0.351??? 0.438???

(0.007) (0.022) (0.093) (0.088)

# observations 38,499 35,404 35,404 35,404
# regressors 332 332 332 332
Adjusted R2 0.313 0.851 0.729 0.695

HS2 ln(GDPc) 0.012??? 0.012 0.466??? 0.478???

(0.003) (0.015) (0.044) (0.044)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.015??? 0.100??? 0.279??? 0.379???

(0.004) (0.026) (0.093) (0.086)

# observations 8,241 7,889 7,889 7,889
# regressors 86 86 86 86
Adjusted R2 0.255 0.855 0.806 0.788

HS1 ln(GDPc) 0.004??? 0.043?? 0.477??? 0.521???

(0.001) (0.019) (0.047) (0.045)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.005?? 0.106??? 0.328??? 0.434???

(0.002) (0.033) (0.104) (0.096)

# observations 2,460 2,448 2,448 2,448
# regressors 39 39 39 39
Adjusted R2 0.047 0.869 0.869 0.840

Notes: This table shows the coefficient and standard error (clustered by importer,
in parentheses) of ln(GDP ) and ln(GDPpc) resulting from estimation of equations
(2) and (3) for different levels of aggregation. Note that there are four hierarchi-
cal levels for the Harmonized System. The 1-digit level corresponds to sections
(coded by Roman numerals), the 2-digit level represents chapters, the 4-digit codes
identify headings and the 6-digit codes represent sub-headings. ???, ??, ? denote
statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Controls xc:
region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America
and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa,
North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island,
landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, # of coun-
tries with common language, average distance to all other countries. Control rci:
remoteness index (rci = 1P

n∈N 1(vni>0)

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vni

vi
). HS fixed effects.

The dependent variables are unnormalized disaggregate multilateral import mar-
gins. Sample: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include
consumer goods. Year=2007.
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Table 17: Yci – Accounting for the zeros

Cosslett (10 bins)

1ci ln(UVci) ln(Xci) ln(Vci)

Mean 0.794 2.217 3.079 5.296
Standard deviation 0.404 1.585 2.952 2.442

ln(GDPc) 0.044??? -0.003 0.431??? 0.428???

(0.008) (0.012) (0.050) (0.046)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.049??? 0.085??? 0.297??? 0.382???

(0.011) (0.021) (0.086) (0.082)

# observations 155,349 123,367 123,367 123,367
# regressors 1284 1288 1288 1288
Adjusted R2 0.411 0.841 0.668 0.613

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level,
respectively. Robust (clustered by importer) standard errors are given in paren-
theses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central
Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia,
Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc:
dummies for island, landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor coun-
tries, # of countries with common language, average distance to all other countries.
Control rci: remoteness index (rci = 1P

n∈N 1(vni>0)

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vni

vi
). HS6

fixed effects. The dependent variables are unnormalized disaggregate multilateral
import margins. Sample: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which
include consumer goods. Year=2007.

Table 18: Yci – Comparison of Linear Probability Model, Probit and Logit

1ci

LPM Probit Logit

Mean 0.794 0.777 0.777
Standard deviation 0.404 0.416 0.416

ln(GDPc) 0.044??? 0.049??? 0.042???

(0.008) (0.001) (0.001)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.049??? 0.035??? 0.029???

(0.011) (0.001) (0.001)

# observations 155,349 141,942 141,942
# regressors 1282 1282 1282
Adjusted R2 0.411

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level,
respectively. Robust (clustered by importer) standard errors are given in paren-
theses. For probit and logit the marginal effect is reported at mean. Controls xc:
region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America
and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa,
North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Control τc: dummies for island,
landlocked, WTO, # of FTA’s, # of CU’s, # of neighbor countries, # of countries
with common language, average distance to all other countries. Controls rci: re-
moteness index (rci = 1P

n∈N 1(vni>0)

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vni

vi
). HS6 fixed effects.

Sample: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer
goods. Year=2007.
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Table 19: Effect of GDP per capita on aggregate bilateral import margins Ync

(a) Normalized aggregate bilateral import margins (Ync)

ln(EMnc) ln(UVnc) ln(Xnc) ln(Vnc)

Mean -1.604 0.079 -5.555 -7.079
Standard deviation 1.711 0.470 2.390 2.644

ln(GDPc) 0.185??? -0.006 0.430??? 0.610???

(0.022) (0.008) (0.047) (0.050)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.168??? 0.084??? 0.096 0.348???

(0.043) (0.015) (0.086) (0.094)

# observations 9,585 9,585 9,585 9,585
# regressors 144 144 144 144
Adjusted R2 0.464 0.178 0.586 0.647

(b) Unnormalized aggregate bilateral import margins (Ỹnc)

ln(ẼMnc) ln(ŨVnc) ln(X̃nc) ln(Ṽnc)

Mean 3.227 2.018 2.757 8.002
Standard deviation 2.017 1.338 2.268 3.439

ln(GDPc) 0.296??? 0.040? 0.274??? 0.609???

(0.029) (0.021) (0.044) (0.051)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.285??? 0.190??? -0.107 0.367???

(0.059) (0.051) (0.078) (0.099)

# observations 10,763 10,763 10,763 10,763
# regressors 144 144 144 144
Adjusted R2 0.789 0.357 0.387 0.751

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%,
and 10% level, respectively. Robust standard errors (clustered by
importer) are given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies
(East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and
Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan
Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc:
dummies for island, landlocked, WTO. Controls rc: remoteness index
(rc =

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vn

v ). Controls τnc: distance, dummies for free
trade agreement, currency union, common border, common legal sys-
tem, common language and colonial ties. Exporter fixed effects. Sam-
ple: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include
consumer goods. Year=2007.
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Table 20: Ync – By OECD and nonOECD importers

ln(EMnc) ln(UVnc) ln(Xnc) ln(Vnc)

nonOECD OECD nonOECD OECD nonOECD OECD nonOECD OECD

Mean -1.812 -1.104 0.005 0.260 -6.043 -4.376 -7.850 -5.220
St. dev. 1.733 1.545 0.476 0.402 2.368 2.001 2.472 2.054

ln(GDPc) 0.176??? 0.238??? -0.000 -0.037??? 0.335??? 0.808??? 0.512??? 1.010???

(0.030) (0.024) (0.009) (0.012) (0.045) (0.066) (0.050) (0.071)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.193??? 0.133?? 0.078??? 0.089 0.076 0.627??? 0.347??? 0.850???

(0.052) (0.058) (0.017) (0.064) (0.084) (0.150) (0.100) (0.103)

# obs. 6,776 2,809 6,776 2,809 6,776 2,809 6,776 2,809
# regressors 144 144 144 144 144 144 144 144
Adjusted R2 0.457 0.607 0.136 0.211 0.578 0.616 0.609 0.625

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Robust standard
errors (clustered by importer) are given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific,
Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-
Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island, landlocked,
WTO. Controls rc: remoteness index (rc =

P
n∈N−c

distancenc · vn
v

). Controls τnc: distance, dummies for free

trade agreement, currency union, common border, common legal system, common language and colonial ties.
Exporter fixed effects. Sample: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer
goods. Year=2007.
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Table 21: Ync – Years

year ln(EMnc) ln(UVnc) ln(Xnc) ln(Vnc)

1995 ln(GDPc) 0.185??? -0.016? 0.429??? 0.598???

(0.021) (0.008) (0.049) (0.056)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.330??? 0.054??? 0.197?? 0.582???

(0.048) (0.016) (0.085) (0.121)

1996 ln(GDPc) 0.195??? -0.015? 0.436??? 0.616???

(0.021) (0.009) (0.053) (0.063)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.308??? 0.081??? 0.118 0.508???

(0.046) (0.016) (0.093) (0.118)

1997 ln(GDPc) 0.207??? -0.006 0.403??? 0.604???

(0.021) (0.008) (0.055) (0.062)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.308??? 0.086??? 0.165? 0.560???

(0.051) (0.015) (0.089) (0.116)

1998 ln(GDPc) 0.229??? -0.006 0.396??? 0.619???

(0.024) (0.008) (0.052) (0.060)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.309??? 0.084??? 0.116 0.509???

(0.043) (0.017) (0.089) (0.108)

1999 ln(GDPc) 0.208??? -0.007 0.397??? 0.598???

(0.022) (0.009) (0.049) (0.054)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.303??? 0.074??? 0.133 0.511???

(0.040) (0.017) (0.084) (0.103)

2000 ln(GDPc) 0.215??? -0.010 0.413??? 0.618???

(0.022) (0.009) (0.049) (0.055)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.306??? 0.097??? 0.097 0.500???

(0.035) (0.018) (0.079) (0.096)

2001 ln(GDPc) 0.221??? 0.000 0.402??? 0.623???

(0.024) (0.010) (0.053) (0.059)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.238??? 0.097??? 0.130 0.464???

(0.041) (0.020) (0.088) (0.104)

2002 ln(GDPc) 0.222??? -0.003 0.398??? 0.618???

(0.022) (0.009) (0.053) (0.056)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.265??? 0.089??? 0.138 0.492???

(0.042) (0.018) (0.093) (0.101)

2003 ln(GDPc) 0.198??? -0.007 0.417??? 0.609???

(0.024) (0.008) (0.051) (0.058)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.252??? 0.075??? 0.085 0.412???

(0.043) (0.014) (0.092) (0.108)

2004 ln(GDPc) 0.207??? -0.002 0.373??? 0.578???

(0.024) (0.008) (0.051) (0.056)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.198??? 0.061??? 0.120 0.379???

(0.042) (0.014) (0.093) (0.106)

2005 ln(GDPc) 0.191??? 0.004 0.391??? 0.586???

(0.023) (0.007) (0.046) (0.051)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.204??? 0.056??? 0.123 0.383???

(0.044) (0.014) (0.089) (0.100)

2006 ln(GDPc) 0.204??? -0.004 0.431??? 0.631???

(0.020) (0.007) (0.048) (0.050)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.162??? 0.083??? 0.103 0.348???

(0.040) (0.014) (0.085) (0.099)

2007 ln(GDPc) 0.185??? -0.006 0.430??? 0.610???

(0.022) (0.008) (0.047) (0.050)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.168??? 0.084??? 0.096 0.348???

(0.043) (0.015) (0.086) (0.094)

Notes: This table shows the coefficient and standard error (robust, clustered by importer, in parentheses) of ln(GDP ) and
ln(GDPpc) resulting from estimation of equation (4) for each year between 1995 and 2007. ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance
on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin
America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD,
ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island, landlocked, WTO. Controls rc: remoteness index (rc =

P
n∈N−c

distancenc · vn
v

). Con-

trols τnc: distance, dummies for free trade agreement, currency union, common border, common legal system, common language
and colonial ties. Exporter fixed effects. The dependent variables are normalized aggregate bilateral import margins. Sample:
countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer goods.
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Table 22: Ync – Accounting for the zeros

Cosslett (10 bins)

1(Vnc > 0) ln(EMnc) ln(UVnc) ln(Xnc) ln(Vnc)

Mean 0.639 -1.604 0.079 -5.555 -7.079
Standard deviation 0.480 1.711 0.470 2.390 2.644

ln(GDPc) 0.051??? 0.080??? -0.000 0.452??? 0.532???

(0.006) (0.027) (0.008) (0.054) (0.054)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.031??? 0.088? 0.085??? 0.109 0.281???

(0.012) (0.048) (0.016) (0.087) (0.097)

# observations 15,006 9,585 9,585 9,585 9,585
# regressors 146 156 156 156 156
Adjusted R2 0.532 0.481 0.182 0.604 0.655

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, re-
spectively. Robust standard errors (clustered by importer) are given in parentheses.
Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin
America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan
Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for is-
land, landlocked, WTO. Controls rc: remoteness index (rc =

∑
n∈N−c

distancenc · vn

v ).
Controls τnc: distance, dummies for free trade agreement, currency union, common bor-
der, common legal system, common language and colonial ties. Exporter fixed effects.
The dependent variables are normalized aggregate multilateral import margins. Sam-
ple: countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer goods.
Year=2007.
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Table 23: Effect of GDP per capita on disaggregate bilateral import margins Ynci

OLS Cosslett (10 bins)

1nci ln(UVnci) ln(Xnci) ln(Vnci) ln(UVnci) ln(Xnci) ln(Vnci)

Mean 0.070 2.497 1.566 4.064 2.497 1.566 4.064
St. dev. 0.254 1.595 2.848 2.281 1.595 2.848 2.281

ln(GDPc) 0.013??? 0.018? 0.235??? 0.253??? 0.015 0.340??? 0.355???

(0.002) (0.010) (0.030) (0.026) (0.010) (0.033) (0.030)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.011??? 0.095??? 0.118? 0.213??? 0.093??? 0.209??? 0.302???

(0.003) (0.029) (0.071) (0.053) (0.030) (0.072) (0.053)

# observations 18952578 1319315 1319315 1319315 1319315 1319315 1319315
# regressors 1407 1400 1400 1400 1412 1412 1412
Adjusted R2 0.218 0.764 0.414 0.245 0.764 0.436 0.278

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Robust
(clustered by importer) standard errors are given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East
Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North
Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc:
dummies for island, landlocked, WTO. Controls τnc: distance, dummies for free trade agreement,
currency union, common border, common legal system, common language and colonial ties. HS6
and exporter fixed effects. Sample: countries with population > 1 million. HS6 codes which include
consumer goods. Year=2007.

Table 24: Ynci – By OECD and nonOECD importers

1nci ln(UVnci) ln(Xnci) ln(Vnci)

nonOECD OECD nonOECD OECD nonOECD OECD nonOECD OECD

Mean 0.046 0.152 2.299 2.712 1.369 1.780 3.668 4.492
St. dev. 0.210 0.359 1.605 1.557 2.686 3.000 2.042 2.443

ln(GDPc) 0.009??? 0.043??? 0.014? -0.015 0.162??? 0.538??? 0.176??? 0.522???

(0.002) (0.003) (0.008) (0.021) (0.019) (0.042) (0.020) (0.028)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.013??? 0.042??? 0.084??? 0.052 0.162??? 0.430?? 0.246??? 0.482???

(0.003) (0.003) (0.018) (0.120) (0.049) (0.204) (0.046) (0.099)

# obs. 14792256 4160322 686,142 633,175 686,142 633,175 686,142 633,175
# regressors 1406 1406 1403 1397 1403 1397 1403 1397
Adjusted R2 0.163 0.378 0.757 0.774 0.451 0.448 0.228 0.298

Notes: ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Robust (clustered
by importer) standard errors are given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific,
Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-
Saharan Africa, North America), ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island, landlocked, WTO. Controls τnc:
distance, dummies for free trade agreement, currency union, common border, common legal system, common
language and colonial ties. HS6 and exporter fixed effects. Sample: countries with population > 1 million,
HS6 codes which include consumer goods. Year=2007.
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Table 25: Ynci – Years

year 1nci ln(UVnci) ln(Xnci) ln(Vnci)

1995 ln(GDPc) 0.010??? 0.009 0.230??? 0.239???

(0.002) (0.009) (0.033) (0.030)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.013??? 0.093??? 0.207??? 0.300???

(0.003) (0.016) (0.073) (0.069)

1998 ln(GDPc) 0.011??? 0.004 0.245??? 0.248???

(0.002) (0.009) (0.033) (0.030)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.013??? 0.122??? 0.177?? 0.299???

(0.003) (0.021) (0.073) (0.064)

2001 ln(GDPc) 0.010??? 0.002 0.245??? 0.248???

(0.002) (0.011) (0.035) (0.031)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.012??? 0.145??? 0.115 0.260???

(0.003) (0.029) (0.075) (0.063)

2004 ln(GDPc) 0.011??? 0.008 0.235??? 0.243???

(0.002) (0.010) (0.036) (0.032)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.011??? 0.084??? 0.167?? 0.251???

(0.003) (0.024) (0.071) (0.061)

2007 ln(GDPc) 0.013??? 0.018? 0.235??? 0.253???

(0.002) (0.010) (0.030) (0.026)
ln(GDPpcc) 0.011??? 0.095??? 0.118? 0.213???

(0.003) (0.029) (0.071) (0.053)

Notes: This table shows the coefficient and standard error (clustered by importer, in parentheses) of ln(GDP )
and ln(GDPpc) resulting from estimation of equations (5) and (6) for every third year between 1995 and 2007.
???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Controls xc: region dummies
(East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa,
South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North America), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for
island, landlocked, WTO. Controls τnc: distance, dummies for free trade agreement, currency union, common
border, common legal system, common language and colonial ties. HS6 and exporter fixed effects. Sample:
countries with population > 1 million, HS6 codes which include consumer goods.

Table 26: Ynci – Including exporter-product fixed effects

1nci ln(UVnci) ln(Xnci) ln(Vnci)

Mean 0.070 2.497 1.566 4.064
Standard deviation 0.254 1.595 2.848 2.281

ln(GDP) 0.013??? 0.016??? 0.283??? 0.299???

(0.000) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001)
ln(GDPpc) 0.011??? 0.090??? 0.188??? 0.279???

(0.000) (0.001) (0.003) (0.003)

# observations 18952578 1319315 1319315 1319315
# regressors 155369 85707 85707 85707

Notes: The models in this table are estimated with the Stata program gpreg developed by Johannes F.
Schmieder, see Guimaraes & Portugal (2010). The adjusted R2 is not reported as gpreg does not calcu-
late it properly. ???, ??, ? denote statistical significance on the 1%, 5%, and 10% level, respectively. Standard
errors are given in parentheses. Controls xc: region dummies (East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia,
Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, South Asia, Sub-Saharan Africa, North Amer-
ica), belonging to OECD, ln(PPP). Controls τc: dummies for island, landlocked, WTO. Controls τnc: distance,
dummies for free trade agreement, currency union, common border, common legal system, common language
and colonial ties. Exporter-HS6 fixed effects. Sample: countries with population > 1 million. HS6 codes which
include consumer goods. Year=2007.
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C. Krugman Model with Quality Suppose preferences exhibit constant elasticities of substitution

(CES) as in the Krugman setup while goods can be purchased and supplied in different quality levels

as above,

Ui =

(∫ N

j=0

[∑
qi(j)

ci(j, qi)qi(j)
] ε−1

ε

dj

) ε
ε−1

,

with ε > 1 being the elasticity of substitution. The first order condition of utility maximization for

variety j in quality qi(j) is(∫ N

j=0

[∑
qi(j)

ci(j, qi)qi(j)
] ε−1

ε

dj

) 1
ε−1 [∑

qi(j)
ci(j, qi)qi(j)

]− 1
ε

qi(j)− λip(j, qi)

 · ci(j, qi) = 0.

Each individual only consumes the quality with the lowest quality-adjusted price p(j, qi)/qi(j), no

matter what the labor endowment is. Therefore, firms offer one and the same quality level to all

individuals, choosing quality and prices to maximize profits based on individuals’ first order conditions.

Optimal prices and qualities are identical across firms given symmetry, with prices determined by the

CES mark-up formula,

p(q) =
ε

ε− 1
ψ (q) ,

depending on the optimal quality level. Using first order conditions and price formula, profits net of

entry costs can be expressed as

π (q) =
[

q

ψ (q)

]ε−1(ε− 1
ε

)ε 1
ε− 1

∫
i

Ui
λi
dF (i)− φN,

where F (i) is the distribution function of labor endowments (across countries). One can immediately

see that firms optimally choose the quality level q which maximizes the quality to cost ratio q/ψ (q),

determined by

ψ′ (q) = ψ (q) /q,

which exists and is unique given our assumptions on the cost function (q · ψ′ (q) /ψ (q) is strictly

increasing and ψ′ (q) > ψ (q) /q for sufficiently large q). As a result, the quality level in the economy

solely depends on quality upgrading technology and not on per capita labor endowment or population

size.

For our focus, of how the division of aggregate income into per capita income and population

affects aggregate variables, quality can be normalized to one and the model reduces to the standard

Krugman framework. It is straightforward to show that in the latter the number of varieties a country

produces and the quantity per variety a country consumes depends on aggregate income rather than

per capita income or population size.35 Given that marginal utility becomes infinite as consumption

of any variety approaches zero, all individuals consume all globally available varieties. Hence, in a
35In order to save space we do not derive these results here, see for example Hummels & Klenow (2002).
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two country open economy model both countries export all varieties they produce. Consequently, two

countries, R and P , which only differ in per capita income Ai and population size Li but have equal

aggregate income AiLi (ARLR = APLP , AR > AP , LR < LP ) and integrated goods markets have

identical import margins (NP = EMR = EMP = NR, pR = PR = PP = pP (as qR = qP ), XR = XP ).

Quality does not matter in a Krugman-type model with CES preferences, which implicitly assume

perfect substitution between quality and quantity. In such a model the extensive, quality and quantity

margin of imports do not depend on how aggregate income is divided into per capita income and

population.

D1. An Autarky Model with all three Margins of Consumption In this appendix we show

that when households have quadratic preferences regarding quantities, and hence also choose along

the quantity margin, predictions for variety N , quality q and aggregate quantity X when comparing

two closed economies with equal aggregate labor supply AL but differing population L do not change.

Consider a closed economy as described in section 5.1. An individual i chooses quantities {c(j, qi)}

and qualities {qi(j)} to maximize utility subject to its budget constraint.36

max
c(j,qi),qi(j)

Ui =
∫ N

j=0

∑
qi(j)

(
sc(j, qi)−

1
2
c(j, qi)2

)
qi(j)

 dj
s.t. Aiw =

∫ N

j=0
c(j, qi)p(j, qi)dj and c(j, qi) ≥ 0 ∀j

Individual i is endowed with Ai units of labor and consumes c(j, qi) units of variety j in quality

qi(j). Note that (i) due to bounded marginal utility the nonnegativity constraint c(j, qi) ≥ 0 might

become binding for some individuals and varieties and hence the extensive margin of consumption

is nontrivial as individuals effectively choose the variety of goods they purchase37 and (ii) the utility

function embeds imperfect substitution between quantity and quality. The first order conditions for

consumption of good j in quality qi(j) are

[s− c(j, qi)]qi(j)− µ−1
i p(j, qi) + ηi(j) = 0

ηi(j)c(j, qi) = 0, ηi(j) ≥ 0, c(j, qi) ≥ 0,

where µ−1
i is the Lagrange multiplier on individual i’s budget constraint and ηi(j) is the multiplier on

i’s nonnegativity constraint for good j. For a given quality qi(j) the individual demand function for
36To shorten the problem we already impose in the maximization problem that the budget constraint will be binding

in equilibrium. Although there is “local satiation” (s is the satiation level for a given variety) the utility function is
“globally” non-satiated as new varieties always yield additional utility.

37∂Ui/∂c(j, qi) = [s− c(j, qi)]qi(j) and limc(j,qi)→0 ∂Ui/∂c(j, qi) = sqi(j) <∞
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good j is

c(j, qi) =


s− µ−1

i

p(j, qi)
qi(j)

if p(j, qi) < sµiqi(j)

0 otherwise.

sµi determines the willingness to pay for one unit of quality. An individual consumes a positive

amount of variety j in quality qi(j) if the price p(j, qi) is less than the willingness to pay. Note that we

omit the incentive compatibility constraint. As households are homogeneous a firm will only produce

one quality level, this will eliminate the incentive compatibility constraint.38 In what follows we omit

index i. Aggregate demand for variety j is

X(j, q) =


(
s− µ−1 p(j, q)

q(j)

)
L if p(j, q) ≤ sµq(j)

0 otherwise.
(13)

For positive X(j, q) and for a given quality q(j) aggregate demand is linear in the price.

A firm chooses its quality levels, prices and quantities in order to maximize profits. Due to

homogeneous agents a firm supplies one quality level (this eliminates the incentive compatibility

constraints) and faces the demand function (13). Firms solve the following problem

max
X(j,q),q(j)

Π(j) = {[s−X(j, q)/L]µq(j)− ψ(q(j))}X(j, q)− φN,

where we choose labor as numéraire and set the wage rate equal to variety, w = N , and substitute the

price p(j, q) by (13). The first order conditions are

[s−X(j, q)/L]µq(j)− µq(j)X(j, q)/L = ψ(q(j)) (14)

[s−X(j, q)/L]µ = ψ′(q(j)) (15)

(14) states that an optimizing firm equalizes the marginal revenue and cost of selling one more unit

and (15) requires that the marginal revenue and cost of increasing the quality level by one unit are

equalized. Combining these two first order conditions and (13) yields an expression for the optimal

quantity and price, respectively, as a function of quality q(j).

X(j, q) = s
ψ′(q(j))q(j)− ψ(q(j))
2ψ′(q(j))q(j)− ψ(q(j))

L (16)

p(j, q) = ψ′(q(j))q(j) (17)
38By our assumption of the cost function ψ(·) there will never be two, or more, equal price-quality ratios.
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In equilibrium firms make zero profits (free entry) and labor markets clear.39

φN = [p(q)− ψ(q)]X(q)

= sΨ(q)L, Ψ(q) ≡ [ψ′(q)q − ψ(q)]2

2ψ′(q)q − ψ(q)
> 0, Ψ′(q) > 0 (18)

AL =
(
ψ(q)
N

X(q) + φ

)
N

= ψ(q)s
ψ′(q)q − ψ(q)
2ψ′(q)q − ψ(q)

L+ φN, X ′(q) > 0 (19)

(18) implies that all firms choose the same quality level q and hence the same price p(q) and quantity

X(q). The autarky equilibrium is determined by (16)-(19), these are four equations in four unknowns,

N , q, p and X. As individuals are identical, every individual consumes the entire continuum of

varieties in the same quality and in the same quantity. Combining (18) and (19) reveals that q

depends positively on A and is independent of L.40 This implies that X increases in both A and L.

The zero profit condition implies that for a given L, q and N are positively related. If N and q did not

(jointly) rise with A, the labor market clearing condition would be violated. The zero profit condition

reveals that N increases proportionately in L. As the price p depends only on quality q, positively, it

increases in A and is independent of L.

Let us compare two closed economies with equal aggregate labor supply ARLR = APLP but

differing population sizes LR = 1
dLP < LP , hence AR = dAP > AP . R and P are identical in all

other dimensions. The richer economy R produces more varieties (NR > NP ). All varieties are of a

higher quality (qR > qP ) but produced in smaller aggregate quantities (XR = cRLR < XP = cPLP ).

However, per capita quantities of a variety are larger in the rich country (cR > cP ). The price for one

unit of a variety is higher in R (pR > pP ) as the rich country produces everything in a higher quality.

qR > qP as q depends positively on A and is independent of L. Divide the labor market clearing

conditions of R and P and substitute A = ψ′(q)qc(q) to see that NR > NP .

NR

NP
=

LR
φ

[
1− ψ(qR)

ψ′(qR)qR

]
AR

LP
φ

[
1− ψ(qP )

ψ′(qP )qP

]
AP

=
1− ψ(qR)

ψ′(qR)qR

1− ψ(qP )
ψ′(qP )qP

> 1 as
ψ(qR)

ψ′(qR)qR
<

ψ(qP )
ψ′(qP )qP

< 1

Writing out the ratio of AR to AP implies that c(qR)/c(qP ) < d. Using this one can show that
39Assuming that ψ′(q)q/ψ(q) is strictly increasing in q implies ψ′′(q)ψ(q) > ψ′(q)[ψ′(q)− ψ(q)/q].

Ψ′(q) =
(ψ′(q)q − ψ(q)) {q (2ψ′′(q)ψ′(q)q − ψ′(q)[ψ′(q)− ψ(q)/q])}

[2ψ′(q)q − ψ(q)]2

Ψ′(q) > 0 as 2ψ′′(q)ψ′(q)q > ψ′′(q)ψ(q) > ψ′(q)[ψ′(q)− ψ(q)/q]

X ′(q) = sL

1
q
{ψ′′(q)ψ(q)− ψ′(q) [ψ′(q)− ψ(q)/q]}

[2ψ′(q)q − ψ(q)]2
> 0 as ψ′′(q)ψ(q) > ψ′(q)[ψ′(q)− ψ(q)/q]

40A = ψ′(q)qc(q), c(q) = X(q)/L = s ψ
′(q)q−ψ(q)

2ψ′(q)q−ψ(q)
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XR < XP by dividing the two expressions for X.

AR
AP

=
dAP
AP

= d =
ψ′(qR)qRc(qR)
ψ′(qP )qP c(qP )

⇔ c(qR)
c(qP )

= d
ψ′(qP )qP
ψ′(qR)qR

< d as ψ′(qP )qP < ψ′(qR)qR

XR

XP
=

c(qR)LR
c(qP )LP

=
c(qR)1

dLP

c(qP )LP
=

1
d

c(qR)
c(qP )

< 1

qR > qP implies c(qR) > c(qP ) as c′(q) > 0 and p(qR) > p(qP ) as p′(q) = ψ′′(q)q + ψ′(q) > 0.

The same comparison for the model described in section 5.1-5.2 yields the following result.41

qR > qP , NR > NP , XR = LR < XP = LP , cR = cP = 1, pR > pP

Thus, introducing a quantity choice at the individual level with the above utility function does not

change the predictions for relative varieties N , qualities q and aggregate quantities X when comparing

two closed economies with equal aggregate labor supply but differing populations, which are otherwise

identical. However, per capita quantities c are larger in the rich country when individuals can choose

along the quantity margin (cR > cP |app. D1) while they are equal with a 0-1 choice (cR = cP |section 5).

D2. A likely Trade Equilibrium when Individuals choose along all three Margins In this

appendix we conjecture, without solving the model in detail, that the relative margins of imports

of two countries with equal aggregate labor supply AL but differing per capita labor endowment A

and population L, which are otherwise identical, are the same as in section 5 when two countries as

described in appendix D1 trade with each other.

Remember from section 5 that a trade equilibrium is determined by the first order conditions of

the firms, the zero profit conditions of both types of firms, the labor market clearing conditions for

both countries and the trade balance. Decomposing the trade balance, NP pRLR = mNRpPLP , into

the three margins of imports implies

NP = EMR > EMP = mNR, pR = UVR > UVP = pP , LR = XR < XP = LP ,

where LRAR = LPAP , AR > AP . The two countries are identical in all other dimensions.

An open economy model with two countries as described in appendix D1 would become rather

large. Without solving the model in detail we can make the following conjectures for two such countries

with integrated goods markets which only differ in L and A, where LRAR = LPAP , AR > AP . We

assume that there are no trade costs and firms cannot price discriminate due to the threat of parallel

imports. Wages are hence the same across countries.

Households are homogeneous within countries but differ across countries due to the difference in

per capita labor endowment Ai. An individual in country i ∈ {R,P} chooses quantities c(j, qi) and
41AR > AP implies qR > qP . Substituting A = ψ′(q)q in the labor market clearing condition yields N =

AL
φ

h
1− ψ(q)

ψ′(q)q

i
and hence by the same reasoning as above we find that NR > NP . qR > qP implies p(qR) > p(qP )

as p′(q) = ψ′′(q)q + ψ′(q) > 0.
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qualities qi(j) for each variety j. The first order condition states that household i buys c(j, qi) > 0

units of variety j in quality qi if the price is less than the willingness to pay (rationality constraint) and

if no other quality level, q−i, is more attractive for household i (incentive compatibility constraint).

A firm j faces two types of customers and chooses quantities (X(j, qR), X(j, qP )), qualities (qR(j), qP (j))

and prices (p(j, qR), p(j, qP )) for its variety. Profit maximization is restricted by two incentive com-

patibility constraints and two rationality constraints. It is a well known result from the monopolistic

screening literature (e.g. Tirole (1988)) that the incentive compatibility constraint of the rich and

the rationality constraint of the poor will be binding and that the rationality constraint of the rich

and incentive compatibility constraint of the poor will not be binding. A non binding rationality

constraint for the rich implies that the rich are charged less than their willingness to pay and hence

have an ’informational rent’. In equilibrium there are firms selling to both types of customers (all) and

firms only selling to the rich (excl).42 Rich individuals have a higher willingness to pay in equilibrium,

hence firms selling to both types find it optimal to produce a higher quality version of their good for

the rich and a lower for the poor and charge a higher price for the higher quality version.

The equilibrium is determined by the first order conditions of the firms which characterize the quan-

tities and prices as a function of quality (Xall(qR), Xall(qP ), Xexcl(qR), pall(qR), pall(qP ), pexcl(qR)),

the two zero profit conditions (ZP all, ZP excl), the two labor market clearing conditions (LMCR, LMCP )

and the trade balance. These are eleven equations in eleven unknowns, µR, µP , qallR , qallP , Xall
R , Xall

P ,

qexclR , Xexcl
R , NR, NP , m.

All firms in the poor country sell their goods in the domestic market and export to the rich

country. A fraction of firms in the rich country only serves the domestic market, 1 − m. Rich

individuals consume all globally available varieties. Individuals in the poor country consume only a

fraction of the varieties and purchase them in a lower quality than rich individuals. We suppose that

rich individuals consume higher quantities per variety than poor individuals, at least for the traded

varieties, due to higher qualities. Due to the higher willingness to pay the richer country imports all

varieties in higher quality and hence has higher import prices (pR > pP ). We expect that although

the richer country produces more varieties but exports only a fraction it imports more varieties than

it exports and hence that EMR > EMP . This would imply (via trade balance) that XR < XP .

Thus, we expect that for LRAR = LPAP , AR > AP the relative margins of imports are the

same when individuals choose also along the quantity margin as modeled in appendix D1 as with our

preferences in section 5.

NP = EMR > EMP = mNR, pR = UVR > UVP = pP , cRLR = XR < XP = cPLP

A two country model with balanced trade will never predict all margins to be higher in one country.

42If all firms sold to both types the rich would have no binding first order condition and hence an infinite willingness
to pay. Some firms would enter the market and exploit this by selling only to the rich and charging a higher price.
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